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Apollo 15 Set For
Blastoff On Monday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
The possibility of a Senior
Citizens Center for Murray hi
closer to a reality than ever
before, thanks to Rev. Stephen
Davenport who is carrying the
ball on a new project.

Pace Of Preparations At
Launch Site Stepped Up

Group To Sing
At Northside
Baptist Church

We've had a Senior Citizens Club
for some time now and it has
served an excellent purpose.
However there is a great need for
a Center too.

happy. I just can't wait for
By AL ROSSITER JR.
Monday."
UPI Space Writer
An inspirational program of
The weather forecast contisacred music will be presented
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)— nued to look good for 9:34 a.m.
by the Bob Jones University
In Calloway County there are
The pace of preparations EDT blastoff. More than 1
Team at Northside Baptist
quickened today for the launch million spectators are expected
3441 persons who are over 65
Cnurch, located five miles North
years of age, and yet, this izn
of Apollo 15 to the moon to jam the viewing spots along
on Highway 641, on Thursday
Monday morning, with en- highways and waterways.
portant segment of our
July 29, at 7:30 p.m.
gineers concentrating on the The Apollo 15 countdown
population is served in no way at
The musical ensemble will
ticklish lob of pumping frigid today concentrated on loading
all.
present a varied and unusual
liquid oxygen and hydrogen into six super-insulated tanks in the
program including familiar
command ship Endeavour with
the spaceship.
Efforts are constantly being
hymns
and
special
The pace, however, has enough oxygen and hydrogen to
This group of singers,from Bob Janes University, will present a program of sacred music at the
pushed for the young through the
slackened for astronauts David feed the ship's three fuel cell
summer recreation program Northside Baptist Church on Thursday, July M. They are,first row, left to right, Cheryl Diekenea, arrangements of sacred songs
and a short gospel message.
generators
and
to
R. Scott, Alfred M. Worden and power
Dr. Jack Jackson
with a full time director and other Inge Pohl and Pat Zeller and second row,Dan Dickerson, Al Blackwood and Jim Berg.
These
students of the "World's
James B. Irwin. They were provide breathing gas for the
iolks have such things as country
Most Unusual University",
expected to play some tennis crewmen for 12 days.
dubs and fraternal groups, but
Greenville, South Carolina'
and possibly go flying later In order to carry that much
there is nothing for the Senior
represent an institution which is
today in their T38 jet trainers. hydrogen and oxygen, the gases
Citizen. We hope that things
known for its upcompromising
"It's kind of an open day for are converted to liquid at
move well under the direction of
etangelistic stand, its high
them," said a Space Agency temperatures ranging from 297
Rev. Davenport.
academic standards, and its
official. "But I don't think that degree fahrenheit below zero
emphasis on culture and the fine
crew's going to take it too easy for oxygen to minus 423 degrees
We appreciate the beauty and
arts.
until they get back."
for hydrogen. As liquids, 800
intellect of former Miss America
The pastor, Randolph Allen and
By DONALD FINLEY
Wives of the astronauts times as much oxygen and
down in a dispute over extra session
Bess Myerson and we think it
as soon
as the church, have invited all young
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, disclosed Friday night their hydrogen can be carried.
well that she is able to move into WASHINGTON (UPI) —The pay for operators of two-way principals rested.
people as well as adults to attend Inc., announced this week that feelings about
The astronauts are scheduled
preparations for
responsible positions. However United Transportation Union radios and for train crews on "It was a grueling session,"
the service.
Dr. Jack Jackson has been the moon voyage.
to end their million-mile-plus
we are about fed up to here with spread its selective strike over runs or more than 100 miles. said Usery.
named to the clinic staff. Dr. "I think I'm going off in the flight with a Pacific Ocean
The UTU started the strike
her pronouncements as Con- work rules to the Southern
A Labor Department official
Jackson, who is a urologist, is corner and have a nervous splashdown at 4:443 p.m. Aug. 7.
sumer Affairs Commissioner of Pacific and Norfolk & Western July 15 against Southern and
originally from Clinton, Ky., and breakdown," jested Mary Ellen Their prime recovery ship, the
railroads today, 90 minutes Union Pacific, and has threa- said the talks were recessed,
New York.
he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Irwin at a reception. But she helicopter carrier Okinawa,
after a "grueling" effort to tened to extend it to six more "subject to recall," because
added: "I am very confident
lines this Friday unless the "they couldn't get anywhere in Dr. David C. Roos, minister of Jackson, Sr., of Clinton.
She goes around checking prevent the walkouts failed.
(Continued on Page Eight)
time to stop the strike from
Dr. Jackson recently com- about the mission."
various merchants to see if their Pickets began appearing at 6 issue is resolved.
the First Christian Church, will
•
spreading."
pleted two years in the U.S. Navy Ann Scott, wife of the Apollo
Assistant Labor Secretary W.
scales are correct when there am. local time at major
the negotiators, meeting in be in the pulpit on Sunday, July and was stationed at the Naval 15 commander, said "I'm very
already is an agency to do this. terminals served by the South- J. Usery Jr., who worked with
25,
after
of
being
town
out
last
the negotiators from 2 p.m. the offices of Labor Secretary week. He has chosen as his Hospital, Beaufort, South
She has the attitude that the ern Pacific and N&W.
J.D. Hodgson, broke into
Carolina
merchant is crooked, all she has The strike against Southern Friday until talks were resubcommittees about three sermon title, "Listening With the He is a graduate of Central
at
today,
4:30
cessed
a.n.
said
Pacific
and
N&W
brought
to
to do is to find out how he's
Ear".
Third
rol in Clinton, theos..pawn captain
simmo-dia-oweeko. o1 esoida shot ha would, schedule another hours before the talks were
&_
Country Today
Of irentacity aria be ws
NO:SW in an----wttemprMatthew 25:31-40 with Kenneth
"resolve some of the points
degree
his
received
M.
from
D.
Captain James Witherspoon By United Press International
Her latest charge is "false
Sinclair as the worship leader.
that can be resolved," accordthe University of Tennessee rendered a report on citations
labeling" against ten leading
Taylor will be canBrad
Widespread
thunderstorms
ing to one source close to the
Medical School in Memphis in issued by the Murray Police
brands of pork and beans. She
dlelighter.
accompanied by locally heavy
talks.
1964.
Department for the period July 5 rains rumbled over much of the
The Chancel Choir under the
says they are all beans and no
Dr. Jackson was a member of through July 18 at the City
Hopes were raised Friday as direction of Leonard Whitmer
pork. We've been eating pork and
nation today.
the two sides began what a will sing "0 Holy City Seen of the A.T.O. social fraternity at UK Council meeting on Thursday.
beans for many years and we
At least three persons were
know full well how much pork is Personal involvement in Rotarian, because we must have Labor Department spokesman John" by Butler. Elders will be and a member of Phi Chi medical Citations issued are as follows: killed and a fourth critically
Memphis.
while
fraternity
in
as
described
the
first
"heavy,
improper registration 2, no city injured as rain-slicked roads
in a can of pork and beans. We community service is not only service to have-good fellowship,"
Bailey Gore and Dr. Woodfin
He served a rotating internship
head-to-head bargaining" since Hutson.
also know how much chicken is in compatible with, but essential to he said.
caused traffic problems in the
at Hillcrest Hospital, Tulsa, dicker 7, no state inspection Chicago
union struck the Southern De_acons and
thicken soup and how
area Friday. A suburmuch meaningful fellowship, members In making his official visit to the
De1101101MNIS will
sticker 9, no operator's license 3,
Oklahoma,
surgical
year
a
one
the
Union
and
Pacific
July
15.
horse is in horse radish.
of the Murray Rotary Club were the club, one of 53 making up
be Henry Fulton,captain,Mrs.0.
ban Chicago youth was also
DWI
2,
driving
on
suspended
at
residency
Methodist Hospital,
told Thursday by their district Rotary District 671, Barrickman "It's a whole new climate," B. Boone, Jr., Miss Rebecca
killed when he slipped on a wet
the spokesman said.
Memphis and a three year sentence 1, shooting fireworks 2, porch and fell on broken glass
Of course pork and beans can governor.
Dublin,
B.
D.
Hall,
Don
McCord,
reckless driving 3, public
praised the Murray club as one of
urology
City
ot
in
residency
at
mean most anything from a dash
Libel 0. Barrickman, a the best in the district but But other sources said it was W. C. McKeel, Dr. William Seale,
drunkeness 5, shoplifting 1, from a storm window.
Memphis Hospital.
of pork to more.
Glasgow attorney, told the cautioned
speeding
2, fleeing police officer A tornado was reported near
against
self- doubtful that a settlement could and Fred Wells.
Dr. Jackson is married to the
Murrayans:
satisfaction and complacency. be reached vefore the deadline Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs former Mary Jane Dillard of 1, unnecessary noise 1, disorderly Richmond, Mo., Friday evening
We think her activities are much "Your function as an individual Speaking of the global growth against the Southern Pacific Leon Smith, Mrs. Gatlin Clopton,
but there were no reports of
Clinton and they have three conduct 1.
ado about nothing and are Rotarian is to be of service to of Rotary,an international men's and the N&W.
damage or injuries.
and Mrs. Vernon Riley.
Witherspoon
reported
Captian
children, Candy, age 9, Melanie,
designed to perpetuate her job other people, not only in your club service organization, the district
the court disposition of the cases Funnel clouds were also
In anticipation of the strike, A Youth Pow-Wow for those in age 4, and Chris, age 2.
rather than to do any real service but in your community and the governor, said:
the
sixth
grade
this
and
fall
up
as follows: as charged 23, filed sighted near Vero Beach, Fla.,
Amtrak, the new national
Jackson
offices
Dr.
has
on
the
to the people of New York.
world.
New Orleans, La., Joplin, Mo.,
"Rotary is the pioneer of the railroad passenger corporation, will be held at 5:30 p.m. Sunday fourth floor of the clinic building away 17.
"Only as you give service to service clubs, and today numbers
and
Green Bay, Wis.
with
Don
McCord
as
the
general
accidents
ten
reported
also
He
began shutting down service on
others and only as you become more than 14,608 clubs with a
and five cases of breaking and Six funnels were signed in
the Southern Pacific. The N&W co-ordinator.
STOCK THEFT SUSPECT
individually and personally in- combined membership of more
Texas in the Dallas-Fort Worth
entering.
passenger
does not offer
NEW YORK (UPI)—A bank On vacation are Chief James area, but none hit the ground.
volved can you be a good than 692,500 business or
FREE KTITEN
service, but it is a major coal
Large
black
kitten, employe was charged Friday M. Brown, Sgt. Max Morris, Cape Girardeau, Mo., reprofessional men."
carrier and ranks second
The Union Grove Church of
someone
housebroken,
tree
to
for with dealing $1.2 million worth Patrolmen Gene Roberts and ceived two inches of rain during
Spread through 149 countries in among U.S. lines in let
Christ,located east of Penny,just
a pet. For further information of securities, which the FBI Gene Parker and radio operator the night and Pine Bluff, Ark.,
all parts of the world, Rotary earnings.
said he tried to sell for $40,000. Chester Yarbrough.
received slightly less than two
off the Penny-Airport Road, will
call 753-3984.
clubs conduct activities to iminches of rainfall.
have its gospel meeting starting
prove
their
communities,
aid
Thunderstorms were active
Sunday, July 25, and continuing Bro. Roy Beasley will speak on youth, elevate business stanthe subject, "Why Churches of
today through the Rockies and
through Friday, July 30.
dards
and
further
international
from the Gulf to the Great
Bro. Charles Houser, minister Citrist Do Not Use Instrumental friendships and understanding,"
Lakes.
of the Fulton Church of Christ, Musk", at the 10:40 am. ser- he noted.
Warm, summer-like weather
will be the speaker for the ser- vices Sunday, July 25, at the In challenging the 88-member
was prevalent over most of the
vices to be held each evening at Seventh and Poplar Church of organization to increase its
nation, despite the thunder7:30. Charles Nanny and Ralph Christ.
membership beyond the 100.
storms.
Ray will be in charge of the song The scripture reading from member mark, the district
Ephesians 5:19, Colossians 3:18,
Warm, muggy air
was
service.
governor also urged the
moving into the Northeast while
The public is invited to attend, and I Corinthians 14:15 will be by Murrayans to organize a Rotact
Paul
Ragsdale.
Prayers
will be
less muggy weather was edging
a church spokesman said.
led by Jim Gough and Jim Club, the collegiate arm of
Into the Midwest.
Rotary
International,
on
the
Wilson.
Now Yes Know
Cool temperatures, however,
Mexico entered World War U "Simon Magus" will be the
(Continued on Page Fight)
continued along the Pacific
on the allied aide May 72, 1942, sermon topic by Bro. Beasley for
Coast.
declaring war on the Axis the six p.m. service with the
Early morning temperatures
powers because of attacks on scripture from Acts 8:3-25 to be
ranged from 45 degrees at
Mexican ships.
read by Philip Bealsey. Tommy
Duluty, Minn., to 96 degrees at
Carraway and Edward P.
!Needles. -Calif. •
Thomas will lead the prayers.
The announcements will be by The Ferguson
Springs Baptist
Ronnie McNutt and the song Church at Aurora
will have
Cloudy with little change in service will be conducted by Don homecoming services
on Sunday,
temperatures and a chance of Maley.
July M.
showers and scattered thunRev. Otis Jones will be in
The ladies-day luncheon will be
dershowers becoming more
charge of the regular morning
served
at the Oaks Country Club
numerous from west to east
worship following Sunday School.
on Wednesday, July 28, at 12:15
through Sunday. Highs today and
A basket lunch will be served at
p.m. with Mrs. Bobbie Buchanan
Sunday upper 701 to mid I.
the noon hour. All members and
and Mrs. Sue Outland as chairThe Blood River Church of friends are invited to attend.
Lows tonight in the 60s.
men of the hostesses.
Christ will hold a gospel meeting
Members are asked to make
OUTLOOK
darting Sunday, July 25, and
FIREMEN CALLED
reservations with Mrs. Buchanan
Kentucky: The extended continuing through Saturday, The Murray Fire
Department
or Mrs. Outland by Monday.
outlook, Monday through Wed- July 31.
answered a call last night at 9:55
showers
Others serving as hostesses
scattered
Bro.
John
shows
Dale,
minister
nesday,
of the p.m. to the home of Max
will be Mesdames Jeannie
and thundershowers each day New Providence" Church of Weatherford at 305 South
15th
Crittenden, Joan Turner, Jean
and continued generally warm Christ, will be the speaker for the Street. The ftr wail from a short
Shahan, Nell Cochran, Myrtle
Monday through Wednesday. services to be held daily at 7:45 and was out on arrival of the
Mae Grogan, Betty Gore,
Highs will range from the low to p.m.
firemen. Eleven regular and six
will join the present housing units Is Murray Courts as the south
HOUSING UNITS GOING UP—Cesistruetion of fifty new
Carolyn Lane, June Johnson,
upper Ka and lows from the low The public is invited to attend, volunteer firemen answered the housing
side
suits by the Murray Municipal Housing Commission is
Joan Wilson, Nellie Jo Bryan,
a spokesman said
to upper 60s
call with three trucks.
Progressing well. as Indicated hi the photo. The fifty new units
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
and Vernona Grogan

Urologist
Joins Local
Clinic Staff

UTU Spreads Strike Over Two
More Rail Lines This Morning

Dr. David C. Roos
Lists Sunday Topic

Citations Reported

Thunderstorms
Rumble Over

buwag

Rotary District Governor
Makes Official Visit Here

Union Grove Church
Plans Revival Meet

Sermon Topics For
Sunday Are Given

Ferguson Springs
Plans Homecoming

The Weather

Luncheon Planned
At The Oaks Club

Gospel Meeting At
Blood River Church

• . •
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The Almanac

THE LEDGER & TIMES

By United Press latereatianal
Today is Saturday, July II,
the 205th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
American aviatrix Amelia
Earhart Putnam was born July
24, 1898.
On this day in history:
In 1679 New Hampshire
became a royal colony of the
British crown.
In 1929 President Herbert,
Hoover signed the KelloggBriand Treaty under which 43
nations agreed to denounce war
as an instrument of national
policy.
In 1948 Henry Wallace and
Idaho Sen. Glen Taylor were
nominated for the presidential
salte of the Progressive party.
In 1969 Apollo 11 returned to
earth after a historic moonwalking trip.
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Gi?lutiA POPP/gs

Ten Years Ago Today
LIDO=•TUIE8 FILE

Dean S. Locke,age 79, of New Concord died today at the Murray
Hospital. Another death reported was Mrs. Amanda C. Hume of
Taylorsville, mother of Mrs. J. H. Walston of Murray.
Wayne Williams has been appointed as executive assistant to
President Ralph H. Woods of Murray State College. New teacher
appointments were (lanes L. Obert, business, Eugene Schanbather, industrial arts, James V. Fee, speech, and Carl S.
Rogers, music.
Harry I. Sledd, postmaster, Layman Neale and C. B. Ford,
clerks, and Rudy Smith, rural carrier, were presented certificates of merit on their retirement from the Postoffice at a
dinner held at the Triangle Inn.
An Oriental Festival is now on display at the Raven Book Shop,
Murray.

•

A thought for today: American author Albert Terhune said,
"Win without boasting, lose
without excuse."

II

r""'S,

PATCHWORK—Apollo 15 astronauts David R. Scott, Alfred M.-Warden and James B. Irwin designed this red,
white and blue patch for their Moon mission. It centers
attention on the Hadley-Apennine landing site, which
will be the farthest north of the lunar equator attempted by an Apollo crew.

a

),.

The Danes is Spain

LEDGES•TIME$ ME

One of the most effective ways to fight inflation is to increase
production of basic commodities such as food, feed, and fiber,
according to Glenn Doran,executive vice-president of the Peoples
Bank who represents the Kentucky Bankers Association as
Calloway County Agricultural chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ryan left today for New York where they
will sail on August 1 for France. They will return to the United
States sometime in October.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen Pool on
July 16, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ben K. Haley on July 16, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Erwin on July 19, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Jones on July 22, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Winchester on July 73.
Mrs. Clarence Mitchell who with her husband is moving to
Nicholasville was honored at a party by the Young Business
Women's Class of the First Baptist Church.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGSZ•TIME FILE

t ligt. Fannie Brown Fair, age 71, died July 2.1 at her home on
-South lith Street.
The nation-wide emergency drive for "Scrap Aluminum" is
now underway in Calloway County, according to Dr. A. D. Butterowrth, chairman of the county drive and Commander of
American Legion Post No. 73.
Miss Mildred Dunn was selected as one of the fifteen outstanding 4-H members among the 173 attending the Purchase
District 4-H Camp at Columbus State Park. Miss Marion Murdock
received honorable mention. Others attending from Calloway
County were Norella Kelso, Alfred Hugh Murdock, Frank Nix
Hart, Charles Butterworth, Leonard Meadows, Miss Rachel
Rowland, home demonstration agent, and John T. Cochran,
county agent.
Births reported include a boy, Kyle Truett, to Rev. Carroll
Hubbard on July 7,a son, Paul Gene, to Mr. and Mrs. Oury Kin on
July 19, a boy, Howard Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Burkeen on
July 20,and a girl, Patsy Ruth,to Mr. and Mrs. Ctiarles Raines on
July 22.
Bacon is advertised at 25 cents per pound, sliced, in the Swann's
Grocery ad this week.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Mid he said unto them, Well, thou good servant: because thou
best been faithhil in a very little, have thou authority over ten
eities.-Lake 0:17.
Everyday problems are the proving-grounds of our faithfulness A small trust kept faithfully is rewarded with greater
trust

Isn't It The Truth!

ROCK FOR ROCK-SPLPITERS
EASTON, Pa. (UPI)-Gary
Siegfried was leading his sixman rock group, "The Yaps",
through a rousing rendition of
their latest composition last
week
when
practice
was
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Pollution, Point of No Return;" boys-Terry interrupted by the local police.
(Hopkins),
Hanson
Brown,
1
R.
youth involvement, patriotism, 4The neighbors didn't care for
H membership, drug addiction, "The Magic word." Twelve-year- the Yaps. Siegfried asked the
education-all were among the olds: girls-Sarah Luck, 235 officers "what should we do,
Road, Henderson play in the country prison?"
topics selected by participants in Barker
recent Kentucky 4-H Talk (Henderson)."Pollution:" boys- The police replied that might
Meet here at the University of Richard Daly, R. 2 Pineville not be a bad idea.
(Bell), ''Pollution-Causes- Thursday night inmates
Kentucky.
at
Some 150 young people, many Effects-Solutions."
Northampton County Prison
Eleven-year-olds: girls-Kathy were treated to a rock concert
of them accompanied by their
parents, came to Lexington July Kille, R. 1, Vine Grove (Hardin), by Gary Siegfried and the a
9 to compete in this state event. "The Value of 4-H Par- Yaps. Warden Thomas Cavan- rn
All qualified for state competition ticipation;" boys-Dan Grider, augh reported 100 per cent
by winning top honors in county Liberty (Casey), "Becoming A attendance.
and area Talk Meets conducted Man." Ten-year-olds:girls-Kay
part of the 4-H Talk Program. Wood, R.2, Maysville (Mason), CLASSIC TELEVISED
Known until last year as the 4-H "Use & Abuse of Drugs:" boysNEW YORK (UP!)-The final
sk. A,
pubuc speaking program, theriut«
two rounds of the 1350,000
Talk Program gives young (Mason),"What the Flag Means Westchester Golf Classic will be
people a chance to develop skills To Me." Nine-year-olds: girls- televised nationally by Hughes
in talking to a group and helps Cyrilla Ryan, Hawsville (Han- Sports Network on Saturday
them learn to evaluate spoken cock), The Value of Education:" and Sunday.
messages-both their own and boys-Ulan Costello, R. 2.
A six-man team, headed by
Russellville (Logan), "Don't anchorman Ray Scott, will
those presented by others.
In the Talk Meets, boys com- Argue."
handle the live coverage.
pete only against boys and girls
gainst girls. Senior 4-H'ers
(ages 14-19) compete in one
division and contests for junior
boys and girls (ages 9-13) are
further divided so that these
arsyounger 4-Hers compete only
against those their own age.
Talk Meet contestants are judged
on appearance and poise,
delivery, and effectiveness of
their talks, with awards in the
program sponsored by the
Kentucky
Broadcasters
Association.
The following young people
were selected as state winner in
the 1971 Kentucky 4-H Talk Meet
(home counties are given in
parentheses, speech titles in
quotes):
Seniors: girls--Martha
Branstetter, Edmonton (Metcalfe),"Human Ecology;" boys'chard White,R.1 Clay( Union),
"Our Vanishing World." Thirteen-year-olds: girls-Vicki Atha,
Owenton
(Owen),
'Pollution: Will We Reach the

Winners Selected At
State 4-H Talk Meet

by Carl Riblet Jr.
science of
political government. Not one of them places the
blame where it belongs—on Congress

expected."

A

a.

—Abraham Lincoln, 1846
111. fft Z.•

UNCLE SAM WANTS A PENSION
Musician Walter
Botts strikes the pose he struck in posing for that World
War II recruiting poster in 1938. He got $25. Botts, 71,
applied for a veteran's pension in San Juan Capistrano,
Cant, on basis of World War I service, only to be turned
down. He has only 80 days' service and minimum is 90.

410

• af. *•••• •

ROAD-Michael O'Connor, 1 4-ycar-old Dan
vine student. won Kentucky State Hospital's "Alcoholism Awareness Month" poster contest. His entry. entitled -The Long Rocky Road," depicts the alcoholic's
uphill climb to professional help. Shown admiring the
well-executed poster a rc. left to,right: Mrs.. Willa Mae
Hough. R.N.: Mehmet Arik. M.D.. KSH director; and
111.111t.tret Long. R.N.. director. Department of Menti..1
Health. Office tit Alcoholism. (Karen Tam Photo)
ROCKY

"ANOMOLIE"
RATED

NEW AEC CHIEF — James
Schlesinger, 42, looks
pleased in Washington after announcement that he
will succeed Glenn T. Seaborg as Atomic Energy
Commission chairma n.
Schlesinger has been assistant director of the Office of Manogement and
Budget. Seaborg, directoi
for a decade, is returning
to his professorship at the
U. of California, Berkeley.
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ONE HOUR SERVICE

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING

GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY ONLY
Plain

SPORT COATS
& JACKETS

DRESSES

1

Re lax
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`,01

$ 1 °9
FREE!
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Mottiproiging-iiiktew

1 09

OFFER

4E--

LE(
AMU

JULY 26, 27, 28

LONG
COATS
$ 1 09

EACH

We have shirt launciry Services here'

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin

•
TN/ MOST II DRY CLEANING

East Side of Squat.*

ONE HOUR SERV

Datsun 12002-door sedanLi'l Something.

04
0
000

Ryan's
Daughter,

"PROMPT. E VI
It
te
W

Economy with powerful good looks.69 HP
high-cam
engine.0-60 in 14.8 seconds—up to 30 miles
per gallon. Safety
front disc brakes for quick stops. All
-synchromesh 4-speed
stick for easy driving.
Vinyl front buckets and rear bench seats.
Takes four in
style. Lots of extras—front and rear
ashtrays, armrests,
sun visors. Options includes tach, radials,
special wheel covers.
The Li'l Something—the big change in
economy cars.
•5-main-bearing crankshaft
• Weatherproof front disc brakes
•23 pounds per horsepower
•94 MPH
• All-vinyl upholstery
Drive a Datsun...then decide.

Ci'l

• MOWN.•
• Sat. & Sun. 200, 3:55, 5,5o
«
&
2:15, 5:35, 8:55
• *arts Wed: WILD ROVER'
• ***** •saaaaa.GP Mon & Tue 7:45

2 FOR

EACH

Year Prescription

Located
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A story of love
od by David Lean
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In
Air-Conditioned

No Ole Mar 111

HUTS
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'tR7(14rj1
FOR u.s.it

"Being elected to Congress ... has not pleased me as

I

IT NIT E - fl:30 P.M.
* *

6

The dictionaries define politics as the

much as

LATE
SHOW
fmAgammr::.

COPENHAGEN (UPI) Spain is the top country as
far as Danish tourists are concerned. Thanks to cheap pack'
age charter flights, 45 per cent
of 625,000 holiday makers
opted for Spain in 1970, most
of them for Ma4orea. Italy was
a distant second, followed by
Austria, West Germany, and
Norway.

A83S tin0H 3110

20 Years Ago Today

PRODU

T OF

NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
*
SO. 12th

Street

Resp

Op*n Eyeenings Till 8:00
*
Phone 753-7114
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Land Between the Lakes

Places logo - places to see
while you are vacationing
on Kentucky Lake
in Tennessee

TEP4NESSE E

idyville
Rutter.'

rg
.
kuma

If*

OAS Vitt
TATE PA1

44

Cadiz

8
NATHAN BEDFORD FORREST MEMORIAL PARK: - Located
as
used
was
tract
acre
87
This
e
Tennesse
miles northeast of Camden,
the battle of
an observation point by the Confederate Army before
Johnsonville Ferry.
FORT DONELSON NATIONAL MILITARY PARK: - Located at
Park.
Dover, Tennessee Thirteen miles east of Paris Landing State
first
This park has great historic value to it. Here was fought the
battle of importance during the Civil War in the west. You can find
some of the best preserved earth works here.
Tennessee.
DUNBAR CAVE: - Located on U.S. 79 near Clarksville,
and the young
A visit to the cave will excite the imagination of the old Den, Jesse
alike. Inside the cave you will find the Counterfeiters where she
James hideout, Moonshine Still, and Jenny Lind Bridge
sang in 1851 and placed her initials on the wall of the cave.
PARIS LANDING STATE PARK: - Located on U.S. 79 and
public
Tennessee Hwy. 119. A new 18-hole golf course is open to the
here.
west
T.V.A. JOHNSONVILLE STEAM PLANT: - Located 12 miles
large modern
of Waverly Tennessee. This plant was the first of nine
steam plants constructed by the TV.A.
close
TENNESSEE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE: - Located
miles long, and
to the Big Sandy area. A self guiding tour route. 10 the white tailed
consisting of 21,000 acres is located here. It contains
During the
deer herds, squirrels, rabbits, foxes, raccoons, and minks. resting in
fall and winter large flocks of ducks and geese can be seen
211 species of
the bays and feeding in protected fields. As many as
birds have been found on the refuge.
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES: - The southern entrance is located
buffalo
off Highway U S 79. By taking a drive on 453 you can see the
This is
herd completely fenced in for the tourist to view in safety.
can be
close to Model. Tennessee. Camping and other attractions
found here
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NIGHTIME IS QUIET TIME
FOR SUMMER FISHING
Ky.—It is the consensus among
FORT,
FRANK
this is not the time of year to
that
en
fisherm
novice
stable at 84.
FRANKFORT (UPI)—The remainder clear and
numbers. The
Cumberland--Croppie fair at catch black bass in either large size or
Department of Fish and Wildlife
es are at
activiti
on
bass
boating
water is too hot and clear,
Resources reports that fishing night, scattered black
fair
bass
and the
white
feeding
worms,
in
active
artificial
less
this
are
bass
down
their peak,
around the state is
in lower sections at night, trout sun is too hot, they say, for good black bass fishing.
week.
and rising
The lake by lake rundown is as fair below dam, clear
It's obviously true that all those conditions do exist
84.
at
follows:
few fishermen catching
Dewey—Bluegill fair on worms now, however, there are a
Barkley—Deep runners and
ones at that.
20
big
at
and
fair
bass,
of
croppie
limit strings
artificial nightcrawlers are and crickets,
of dam,
area
the luck that the
in
having
clear
not
y
feet,
majorit
of
the
is
catches
Why
good
some
yielding
and
muddy
to
murky
r
remainde
lake.
black bass in the main
lesser group is experiencing? It's very simple. The
Croppie fair and bluegill good in stable at 84.
know" are resting during the day,
Fialitrap—Fair bluegill by still boys "in the
all sections, fair catfish and
itioned motels and resort rooms,
air-cond
in
g
fishing worms and crickets, relaxin
bluegill below dam, clear and
ers awaiting nightfall when the lake waters are one
headwat
and
es
tributari
falling at 82.
at 78. again quiet. So quiet in fact, many times one may
Routh River Lake—Black bass murky to muddy and stable
still
by
good
Bluegill
Graysen—
white
worms,
good on artificial
fish all night and hear only the distant drone of an
croppie fair.
bass fair by still fishing at night fishing at two feet,
as another night fisherman heads
lower outboard motor
and in jumps, fair croppie in Along brushy banks,
or point.
cove
favorite
his
for
muddy
r
south fork, headwaters murky, section clear, remainde
en who apply their skills to
fisherm
bass
Most
82.
at
falling
and
82.
at
remainder clear and falling
running, bottom bouncing
deep
use
night fishing
Kentucky—Scattered catches
ilfficials are fearful that a lures. Many are of the lead head variety with hair
of white bass, croppie and
bluegill in main lake, white bass rash of early season q=ure hizaktni&a..-sarniahod with a pork rind eel. Others
arouses bentgirmr•MR,VIRRMOIR 'boat accidenta wary
have similar lures except that large spinning
and catfish fair below dam,clear one of the worst years for
blades have been added. Still others employ arthe
in
injuries
fatalities and
and stable at 82.
and
tificial nightcrawlers on the bottom, crawling them
Barren Lake—Bluegill good in sport. In 1970, 1,418 died
One
injured.
were
persons
bass,
780
black
fair
along to tease a bass in to striking.
all sections,
year
white bass fair to good at night in of the worst tragedies this
For the most part black bass are found in two
reservoir
upper sections at 20 feet, white occurred on an Idaho
period of
motor boat main areas during the quiet and restful
bass fair below dam, headwaters when an outboard
eight
the loss of
night.
murky to muddy, remainder sank with
lives.
Many anglers choose to fish the points. They they
clear and stabble at 86.
casting both directions--not only to the bank but
try
Buckhorn—Good bluegill by fly
annual
sixth
The
and
worms
fishing and on
deeper water as well. At times point casters will
California International Sea into
crickets, black bass fair to good
up on one point
Festival at Long Beach will be spend close to an hour before giving
on channel banks on artificial
Aug. 7-22 with a 14-event and moving to another.
held
nightcrawlers, trout fair tegood schedule of sail and speedboat
Bass also are found on those deep banks where
below dam, upper one-third races highlighted by the Long
beds are found. There,too, much
murky to muddy, remainder Beach
Cup, a dropoffs and stump
Hennessy
the feeding bass.
82.
at
locating
stable
just
clear,
185-mile contest for offshore time is spent
Nolin—Scattered black bass on powerboats. Sponsors say the
It isn't too uncommon, once a school of bass is
artificial worms, white bass fair Festival is expected to involve
located, for several bass or even a limit to be taken
by trolling in upper sections, nearly 6,000 participants and a
from one point, stump bed or dropoff.
croppie fair early and late, trout half million spectators.
Bass fishermen who have discovered the adgood below dam,clear and stable
nt
s of night fishing this time of year, fishihing
Departme
vantage
at 81.
The Michigan
around
bass
warns
Green—Black
of Natural Resources
those bottom bouncers slow and easy, are reaping
batteries housed in
dropoffs, upper one-half murky to that
good results for their efforts.
muddy, remainder clear and enclosed boat compartments
One who has not experienced such an outing
which are improperly vented or
falling at 82.
an
get with one of the "pros" and learn the tricks
pose
all
should
at
d
on
not ventilate
Herrington—Bluegill good
t.
watercraf
before venturing out alone.
crickets, white bass in scattered explosive threat to
Hydrogen gas given off by boat
jumps, clear and stable at 80.
Too, there are licensed guides available in many
in damaging
Dale Hollow—Scattered cat- batteries can result
able to get a fishermen into some of
not allowed to escape areas who are
ches of white bass by still fishing blasts if
fishing--possibly the best that the
of
bass
spaces
night
this
closed
and trolling, catfish good on from
ts.
powerboa
novice has ever experienced.
, tributaries murky,

Statewide Fishing Report
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Memphis

To Nashville

trotlines

CHEMICAL
CO.,, INC.
"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
OR BUSINESS"

HUTSON

1J

WARD - ELKINS
HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

Call Any Time

753-1933

rtilizer

riser Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

is Your

CHRYSLER
*al MOTORS CON RORAT100i

TAYLOR
MOTORS
4th•POPLAR

Responsibility

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESORT

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
Bulk Distributor
Pugin.. Avenue
Phone 75.3 4652

* Alpax

* Cherokee

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas
* Monark

NA-CMURS
Liquid Fertilizer

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
Phone 436-54A
New Concord. Ky.

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

AUTWORIZSO MALAN 4111116.

Conservation

±rANDyld

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION ClENTIDIVo
ImONE 7111-11ITI

LIBERTY
Super Market

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
— GUNS and AMMUNITION —

Murray'.'Arrest and Moat Modern Market
N.111°

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
ENING UNTIL
(PEN EVEltT
EVG
antiNIRT

wr Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

Halal HIghwar

Murray, Kentuct9

so° Sporttne Lxueds
Murray, Ky

Phone 753-2571

HELP KEEP
KENTUCKY'S
WATER CLEAN
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Saturnay, July 24
The Invitational Golf Dance
will be held at the Calloway
County Country Club for members and tournament participants from nine p.m. to one
p.m. with music by the Reid Hale
Orchestra. Mr. and Mrs. John
Pasco are chairmen. The charge
Is five dollars per couple

Miss Doris Jean Bramley Becomes Bride
Of John Thomas Burdette III In Lovely
Ceremony At Murray Woman's Club House

The annual meeting of the
Ricks Cemetery will be held from
'even am. to 12 noon for the
purpose of collecting funds tot
the upkeep.
Swimming party, cookout, and
inspirational services for men
and boys of the Memorial Baptist
Church will be held at Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly. The
group will meet at the church at
'two p.m. The charge is $1.50 for a
'barbecue supper.

Mr. and Mrs. Glen(Bud)Gibbs
of Murray Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Jody
Herman, weighing seven pounds
twelve ounces, born on Tuesday,
July 20, at 730 p.m at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Glen
Wilson, age ten. The father is self
employed as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Virgil Gibbs of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Wilson of Grandview, Ind. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Herman Barber of
Murray Route Six and William
Mosby of Grandview, Ind.
Billy Ray is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Sam Harris of
Murray Route Five for their baby
boy, weighing seven pounds 8'02
ounces, born on Tuesday, July 20,
at 8:04 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is self employedGrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Barnett of Murray Route
Eight. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Barnett of
Murray Route Six and Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Keel of Murray Route
Eight.

NEWBORN BABY

Carnival Children
In Mini-Vacation
Bible School

Cuddling is important
during infant's feeding

An idea that began as a one
hour party for the children of the
Vinson Golden Empire Show who
were in the community during
the Murray-Calloway County
Fair materialized into a two-day
Mini-Vacation Bible School held
at the Fair Grounds.
The Baptist Young Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church
took VBS to approximately
thirteen of the carnival children
Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons, July 13 and 14.
Leaflets inviting all of the
children were distributed on
Monday. Daily attendance was
ten with a range in age from two
to fifteen years.
The children who seldom attend church services "on the
road" because they move on
Sunday thoroughly enjoyed the
planned activities, the women
said.
Activities and workers included: Sonya Futrell and Libby
Conley, games; Margaret
Wilkins, handicrafts; Loretta
Boyd and Sue Wynn, Bible stories
and refreshments. The pledges to
the American flag and to the
Bible were given. Each child
attending received a copy of
"Good News From A Man Named

By JOANNE RELSER
Copley News Service
Many behavioral specialists
feel that the way a baby is fed
may determine his emotional
makeup in later life — whether
he will become an anxious,
insecure individual or a calm,
emotionally mature adult.
Surely many other factors
contribute to ernotidnal health
in infancy. But often a baby's
best start in life gurgles in with
the milk he enjoys in the snug
warmth of a parent's arms.

wriggle until their
and cozy security of his manage to
mother'p arms, he gains a lot head or shoulder is jammed
of the baby bed,"
more than just a full tummy. into the side
David
Dr.
Griffin, a
says
real
first
He receives his
knowledge that the world has pediatrician. "Then, likely as
something good to give him not, a well-meaning adult will
after all that trauma of birth. grab the baby's legs and move
him down in the bed, thinking
Just consider his point of he'll hurt himself.
view. When he was thrust out of
the womb, he had to leave an
"All the baby wants is
agreeable private apartment reassurance,"
Griffin explains.
where the nutriment was
-He's all alone in all that
constant, the temperature
space. He's seeking the comcontrolled, and the living effort
of physical contact.
fortless. And he was never
"In the womb, he had it
alone.

Any chance or purposeful constantly. That's why it's so
contortion put him in im- important — and I can't stress
mediate contact with his it enough — that a mother take
Monday, July U
and the time to hold her baby when
Protected
mother.
*- The Woman's Missionary
she feeds him. That's the most
under
developed
sustained,
he
;Union of the Blood River Baptist
her heartbeat, fed constantly natural time for her to give him
Association will hold its quarterly
the love and affection that he
by her nourishment.
'Meeting at the Sinking Spring
Now, at birth, the surroun- needs.
llaptist Church at ten a.m. Each
"Whether the infant is breast
ding temperature drops.
'one is to bring a sack lunch with
Suddenly, the newborn has to or bottle fed — the source of the
furnishing
church
host
the
'the
go to work. He has to breathe milk is least important — that
;Oinks.
Fulks, June Fancher, Lynda for himself. He has to cough, tiny girl or boy knows that the
Reed,Cathy Lassiter, Judy Koch, blink, eliminate and be bom- mother is there. Yes, the babj
John Currie will open for
•Camp
i
needs the satisfaction of
Kay Doron, Mary Smith, and
urray and Calloway County
Martha Daniel.
*iris at two p.m.
barded — however dimly at sucking and the lessening of
hunger pains as his stomach
"We were sorry our time was first — by his five senses.
•
Tuesday, July 27
fills, but he needs the cuddling
so short. The children greeted us
Mother is gone.
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
BYW members who were with such warmth, enthusiasm,
At birth, after his mouth is and the snuggling that go along
'the Tau Phi Lambda sorority wM
unable to attend but contributed and courtesy that we were the cleared of mucous and he with it. That infant needs to
meet at the home of Mrs. Helen
The July meeting of the food or materials were Connie ones who felt blessed", a ingests his first gulp of earth's smell, to feel, to sense the
:Spann at seven p.m.
Women's Society of Christian White, Wilma Billington, Beverly spokesman said.
air, he is bathed, swaddled in mother's body as she holds
cotton clothing — an unknown hum
Service of the Coles Camp
The Murray Quota Club will
'Some of the most conclusive
encumbrance — and put into a
Ground United Methodist Church
(Lave Studio Photo
:meet at the Southside Restaurant
padded bassinette. But this experiments in baby feeding
held
at
was
the
home
of
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Burdette III
were those done by Harlow
. at 12 noon.
isn't mother.
Charlie Lassiter.
with baby monkeys," says
Later,
upon
examination
by
"Alcoholism,
Abuse
Drug
And
Bramley,
Harrel
Bramley,
and
The wedding of Miss Doris
the physician, the newborn Griffin.
Wednesday, July 28
Jean Brrunley of Lexington and Charles Bramley, all brothers of the Christian Home" was the
The experiments, now.
finds that the stethoscope is
theme of the program presented
The ladies day luncheon will be John Thomas Burdette III of the bride.
cold, sudden noise is loud, and considered classic by many
For her daughter's wedding, by Mrs. Standley Letterman and
.aerved at the Oaks Country Club Nicholasville was solemnized on
light may be painfully bright. baby specialists, test whether
tat 12:15 p.m. Members make Saturday, June 26, at the Murray the bride's mother wore a pink Mrs. Marvin Scott. Also taking
gratification"
or
At 24 hours after birth, he can "food
reservations by Monday with Woman's Club House.
dress with white accessories. part were Mrs. Boyce Norman,
utilize both eyes; at 50 hours he "contact comfort" is more
'Bobbie Buchanan or Sue Outland. Rev. Charles Timberlake of- Mrs. Sanders, foster mother o Mrs. Fred Lovett, and Mrs.
can respond to smells, and important in eliciting an InOther hostesses are Jeannie ficiated at the double ring the groom, wore a green dress Charlie Lassiter. Mrs. Norman
already prefers sweeter- fant's affection.
Crittendent, John Turner, Jean ceremony read at five-thirty with white accessories, and Mrs. led the closing prayer.
tasting breast milk to formula.
Research
psychologist
Shahan, Nell Cochran, Myrtle o'clock in the evening before the Burdette, the groom's mother, A short business session
He may cry when he is picked Harlow utilized newborn
Mae Grogan, Betty Gore, fireplace of the math floor of the was attired in a blue dress with followed the meeting and a social
up, because somebody in all macaque monkeys because
Carolyn Lane, June Johnson, club house. The vows were read white accessories. They all wore hour was held with refreshments
that enormous new world of their development closely'
Joan Wilson, Nellie Jo Bryan, as the couple stood beneath the corsages of pink and white being served by the hostess.
space changed his position in it. parallels that of human infants
The next meeting will be held
and Verona Grogan.
white wrought iron arch entwined carnations
Before birth, he'd never ex- Research with human babies
OLDER CHILDREN,ages seven through fifteen, are pictured
the third Wednesday in August.
Reception
with greenery and flanked by
perienced the loneliness of would be far too dangerous —
during the mini-vacation Bible School conducted by the Baptist
Friday, July 36
Following the ceremony the
baskets of white gladioli and
psychological
Young Women of the memarbillaptit Clairch on July 13 and 14 space, nor the sudden affront of irreparable
The Calloway County Youth for greenery and the seven branched bride's parents were hosts for the
damage might be involved.
for
the children of the familia Id*** Golden Empire Show at enforced positional change.
Christ will have a retreat at candelabra.
reception at the club house.
Just when he's getting a bit
Ihe Murray-Calloway Candy Ilk.
Though more mature than
Jonathan
Baptist Thomas
Creek
used to this vast, limitless area
pianist, The bride's table was overlaid
Hale,
with a white lace cloth ,and
of lights and shadows,some big humans at birth, these infant
411"mblY Um all Yilung Pewie presented a program of
keys have a long period of
starting at 2:90 p.m. Friday and lot The bride is the daughter of Mr. centered with the three tiered
blob of a person tomes along
dosing with the wee meal cintitid Mrs. James Bramley, 509 wedding cake topped with a bride
and wants to turn him over, dependence on their mothers A
baby monkey will spend most
Saturday, July 31. For reser- North Second Street, Murray. and groom statuette. The cake
pick him up or bathe him.
of
its time clinging to its
vations at one dollar each call The groom is the son of Mr. and and the crystal punchbowl were
Crying will cease, however, if
Kathy Rogers 753-4849, Darrell Mrs.
the newborn is cuddled and mother and is frightened if she
Sanders
of garlanded with smilax.
Jerry
Gibson 753-7230, or Rev. Jerrell Nicholasville.
held lovingly. The yearning for is absent.
Miss Kathy Johnson, Miss
White 753-5'750.
soft,
affectionate body contact
Glenda Reynolds, Miss Brenda
Bride's Dress
Next: Mother —and father —
is ever present.
Given in marriage by her Farris, and Mrs. Elizabeth Boyd,
Saturday, July 31
"Some new babies will love vital to child's developfather,the bride was lovely in her aunt of the bride, presided at the
ment.
The annual meeting of the wedding gown of white silk faced punch bowl and served the cake.
Bazzell Cemetery will be held at peau de soie with quiana After the reception the couple
11:30 a.m. Mail funds to parisienne lace trim on
the left for an unannounced wedding
Haneline's Grocery, Goldwater, bodice and the long
full sleeves. trip. They are now residing in
By BETH MOHR
or Mrs. Clete Black, Murray The dress was designed with
a Lexington where the groom is
Copley News Service
Route One
high lace neckline and an empire employed.
N• ornate
with
The new Mrs. Burdette is a
waistline.
rag-rug for the sitter?
Fashions
are
all
puckered
up.
coretul
Be
Her shoulder length veil of graduate of Murray High School
Elasticized shirring and
Make sure all perishables
illusion was attached to a and attended Murray State
WS:
smocking are gathering up a lot
—such as meat, salads,
of attention.
fresh vegetablenapnd fruits material headpiece with seeded University. She is now employed
Shirring plays a dual role.
—are carried to the picnic pearl trim. She carried a bouquet at the University of Kentucky
Medical Center. Mr. Burdette is a
Rippling clothes into inIn well-insulated containers of daisies and porn poms.
teresting textures, it also
Miss ftebecah Bramley, sister graduate of Jessamine High
to avoid the chance of
determines fit in bodices,
of the bride, was the maid of School, Nicholasville, and served
spoilage.
No. an ornamented encasewaistlines and sleeves.
honor. The bridesmaids were in the U. S. Marines.
Completely shirred bodices ment for a box of ordinary
Miss Joyce Bramley, sister of the
and sleeves mold the figure in 'kitchen matches handy to the
bride, and Miss Pamela
Remember that thawed
clinging contours of a hearth laid for readiness when
the
Served Each Sunday
Rutledge.
formal
The
wore
pink
ground meats, poultry or
'company' relaxed in the partightly
fitted knit, softened by lor, obligatorily,
satin gowns with white lace trim,
11:30
fish that have any off-odor
after mid-day
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
..the depth of the gathered dinner or supper.
white gloves, and pink heador off-color should not be
$
2.50
texture.
Including
Ham Loaf with Apricots
Drink, Dessert & Tax
Such things — crocheted,
refrozen or should not be
pieces. They all carried bouquets
Waistlines held by elasticized beaded, knitted, embroidered,
Canned Yams
eaten.
of pink and white porn poms.
PRICE
FOR
CHILDREN
shirring have the nipped-in look decorated with shells or with
Creamed Spinach
The flower girl was Mignon
without the constriction of a burnt-wood decorations—used
Bread Tray
A stuffed fish may be baked ir Reed and
Salad Bowl
Please
the
ringbearer
was
the
entire
family
Bring them to the
a hot oven You will know it 1.
tightly cinched belt. Depending to be Christmas gifts, bridal
Beverage
Ice Cream
cooked when the flesh, down tc Christopher Tinsley.
upon width, it takes a hand in gifts, wedding anniversary
restaurant where dining is a pleasure
APRICOTS
WITH
LOAF
HAM
Edward
Excellent
Overstreet was the
gifts, with a personal touch.
the middle, turns a milk-white
Bring the loaf to the table in
food, fine service homey atmosphere' Make
creating silhouettes. From two- Now they are collectors' items
color and flakes easily when best man for Mr. Burdette.
it a
baked in.
inch widths, it rises to accent and show pieces in oil-heated,
Jested with a fork.
The ushers were Jimmy the dish it was
Sunday habit
the midriff or spreads all the or electrically-heated. parlors
3 large eggs, slightly beaten
way up to the empire line. or living-tern nooks, for visi17i cup milk
* SCHOOL DAYS *
Dropping down from the tors.
2 slices bread, crumbed
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Would you believe there also
tir
waistline, it forms a skirt yoke
1 tablespoon prepaed muswere ''rocheted covers for
tard
emphasizing the hipline.
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
flat-Irons; brocaded hanging
1/4 teaspoon ground cloves
racks
for
seeds
for
Shirring
plays
tricks
pretty
parrots
or
4 cups finely ground fat-free
— 504 MAIN —
with sleeves. Gathered from other birds kept in homes?
baked ham, lightly packed
shoulder to biceps or elbow, it Specialist collectors seek and
rBehind Peoples Bank
1
2 ounces) unpeeled
1 can (8/
find them,
allows the bottom part of the
apricot halves.
0
sleeve to puff. Shirring the
Wroughty combine eggs,
bottom of the sleeve reverses
milk, bread, mustard and cloves
the fullness. Bands of shirring
411
and mix hi ham well. Rinse a
spaced down the sleeve form a
loaf pan (8 by 4% by 2% inches)
series of puffs from shoulder to
with cold water; pack ham mixwrist.
ture into pan. Invert on an obSmocking is the pretty trim
long glass baking dish (1134 by
71,4 by 134 inches deep) or simiUSE OUR LAYAWAY
on country and other younglar baking-serving dish. Bake in
mood dresses and blouses. It
a preheated 350-degree oven for
forms yoke, cuff and waistline
30 minutes; pour apricot syrup
accents.
to
over loaf and bake 20 to 30 minutes longer, basting a few
times. About 10 minutes befete
If you've purchased ham,
loaf is done, arrange apricot
frankfurters, bacon, bologhalves over top. Makes 6 servna, or smoked sausage you
ings.
can just put them in the
refrigerator in their orig••••
inal nackagings.
LEON EVERETT, TOM CRABS,
TIM FREDERICK, ALAN FREEMAN
Are your horn...prepared
Mane 751-1911 or 153-4947
HEAR THEM GIVE THEIR
French fried potatoes often
THRILLING
soggy and grea.a Probably
TESTIMONY FOR CHRIST NITELY
7:30
your frying fat as not hot
enough
The
SPONSORED BY
m
The Seventh Day
of he fat
Adventist Church
SCHOOL DAYS * SCHOOL DAYS
Sycamore and Fifteenth
Streets, Murray, Kentucky

Lassiter Home Is
Scene Of Coles
Camp Ground Meet

Since a baby's first need is
for oral satisfaction, the way
that need is fulfilled dominates
his early social experience. The
pudgy, full-blown cheeks of the
newborn, with their powerful
sucking muscles, signal the
baby's need to receive oral
gratification.
When he is fed in the comfort

MOHR ON MODES

Shirring gives
clothes texture

CELEBRATE

A

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET

Sniff 'n look

Rainy Day
Supper

The Youth Shop

0
0

CURTSY COATS
SALE 10% O FF
1/3

1/2 OFF

Cured meats

MANY ITEMS

Soggy potatoes?
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Down Con(
Way

by Estelle Spiel
July 22, 197

When I read of the
Texas, Vreaj,ized hoe
we are here to, so far
such timery-rains.
Pastures have been
green, and garde
produced plentifully.
Surely John Livesa)
by birth, who spent hi
office in Chicago until
and moved to the fa
Montgomery farm nea
has raised the prize
tomatoes—rows of the
The Lee Finneys wit

•
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garden at Kelley &nith's stay Years of doing without things Guess our vacation was a cookbusy shelling butter beans and until I could pay cash established out Tuesday evening at
Chandler
a life long habit. If leant pay, I Park where Guy Lovins built a
putting up vegetables.
The Robert McCages are over never buy. No one ever needs to huge camp fire and a gange
run with garden produce near send me a credit card. I don't use enjoyed cooking, swimming, and
New Hope Church. They stopped it •
singing.
in one morning after a stay at Maybe this is not always
Mother camp fire aClas
.___ e_sth.
by Estelle Spiceland
their trailer on the lake, bringing wisest, and we may have missed road, were the Cbealey Matins
July V., 1971
us some fresh catfish, and their some bargains, buthabit.
and Junior McCage halal*.
As Between the Lakes, time
We are sorry that Mrs. Aylon
When I read of the drought in produce from their garden on the
McClure
is
having
to
lake.
spend
some
has
really made a change bi these
Texas, V reatized how fsrtunate
weeks in the Baptist Hospital, old hills in the Pine Bluff viCintkY•
we are here to, so far, have had The Frank Spicelands
after Nashville, Tenn., Room 6109N. culley Steeles place
on Tao'
such timely-rains.
years in Michigan, like the Oury and may have surgery on
her leg nessee River -. once was the
Pastures have been lush and Lovins, after returning to
live in this week.
vacation spot for all around here.
green, and gardens have Calloway say they
have missed Our little town is not being Pleasant Valley and W
produced plentifully.
years of real living but are trying painted red. Freeman
Willough- Schools have many pi
Surely John Livesay, a Texan now to catch up with lost
years. by, though has been painting, the memories for many including
by birth, who spent his life in an I have no catching
up to do. I town white, at least three houses, Old Blood River Church knew
office in Chicago until he bought have known what it was
to be Kelly Smith's, Otis Fergusons, many revivals and Johnny
and moved to the former Joe content here, having
all the and the old Nance home owned by Reed's Store was
famotio. for
Montgomery farm near Concord simple needs within
reach, with Patterson and Campbell.
neighborliness.
has raised the prize winning no desire to roam.
,
'''''
The Lloyd Spicelands of
tomatoes-rows of them.
."--"--- The editor in his column said, Michigan are vacationing
at the
All is changed now, Me Old
The Lee Finneys with a small "Who pays cash these
days?". old Harris homeplace.
timers gone, to a final Itione.-

Dow n Concord
Way

a
11
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only the rocks of the high pine young men
Bluff remain the same. Maybe west Wed
that is why Guy suggested we
NEW YORK (UPI) - Wells
sing "Rock Of Ages" by the
Fargo & Company, perhaps the
moonlight
most famous transport service
in the West, was founded by
Aussie employment
two easterners.
Vermont-born Henry Wells
CANBERRA(UPI)- Nearly
s and New Y orker William Fargo
.
61, pa cent of all A
al'
up their express and banking
old and over were in set
14 y
0
the work force in February, concern in Si Francisco in
1852 to transport gold from
1971,a recent sta
.list
' ical report
the mine areas to San Francisco
says. The Australian
force
work
„
....
as well as provide coach trips
was crut at aa minion. .
it
indu
ed
across the country.
persons unemployed
but actively looking for work.
•••

,

i:-. -:,
•

-..

His way

---

The osrey also is known as
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI) a figh-haw '
-Telephone numbers are sometimes hild to remember but the number is 247-24Th, he says
,Air
Rev. Michael P. DeBleeckersa s his.. teleione n mb ' '
V 70 Pea* he -nseieta seem to• - ways Bird," w .ch .the numbers
trans-

REMEMBER FRANCIS GARY POWERS, the U2 spy plane
pilot missiled down over the Soviet who served 21
months in a Soviet prison a decade ago'
. Well
. , here he
is again, a traffic jinn spotter in a single engine Cessna
over Los Angeles, for radio station KGIL. The U.S. got
the CIA pilot free by trading a Soviet spy for him.

remember his.
late into in termgrof the alphaInstead of teEmeg them his bet.

"Allf
es 1:0
4,
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Starting Monday, July 26th - 9:00 A.M. Sharp!
End of the Month Fabric Sale!

)3•
af
of

* FINAL CLEAN-UP OF OUR ENTIRE SUMMER STOCK OF REGULAR $3.99 TO $5.99 *

to
ie
is

POLYESTER & ACRYLIC DOUBLE KNITS
Final Clearance of all of our Spring and Summer Polyester and Acrylic Double Knits.
All from our Regular Stock! Never Before anywhere such a Tremendous Knit Buy!
Selection is limited, hurry for best selection!

ly
er
it*

• 60" Machine Washable Double Knits
• Washable Acrylic Double Knits
• Only 1,000 Yards at This Low Price

II

0
0

• All Full Bolts, Assorted Stitches
• 100% Polyester Double Knits
• Save Up To '5.00 a Yard

Yd.

FINAL CLEARANCE OF FAMOUS NAME '1.00 TO '1.99 YARD

ACTUAL '2.99 ORIGINAL DESIGNERS

SPRING &SUMMER FABRICS

SCARF PRINTS

Famous Name Spring & Summer Sportswear Fabrics now at one low, low give-away
price! Solid Dacron & Cotton Poplins, Canvas Prints, Skimmer Plaids and many,
many others!

Original Designers Scarf Prints now at this
unbelieveable low, low price! You can't afford to miss this Buy! Hurry, they won't last
lung!

II PER
INCH

•

MILL-TO-YOU SAVINGS ON BRAND NEW FAMOUS NAME
BACK TO SCHOOL AND FALL FASHION FABRICS!
Reg. '2.50 yd. 45"

JUHAD WALE

Reg. '2.99 yd. Imported

Reg. '5.99 to '12.99 yd.

Reg. '6.99 yd. Ameritex

54" WASHABLE

100% DYNEL

CORDUROY

HEEK SUEDE

FAKE FUR

The Fashion Faborite for Fall at
$2.00 a yard savings. All the new fall
colors. Looks and feels like actual
leather, but completely machine
washable and scotch guard stain
resistant.

VELVETS

45" Jumbo Wale Corduroy in all the
new Fall Fashion Colors. Full bolts,
first quality! Compare these
anywhere at $2.50 a yard!

All the popular Fake Furs, RS fake
mink, fake beaver, fake L.oad tail
and many, many others.
solids
and prints. All washable, first
quality and all at savings up to $9.00
a yard

Save $4.22 a yard on this brand new
Fall Fashion Fabric. Matching
solids and stripes. 60" wide,
washable. Compare this elsewhere
at $6.99 a yard.

$ II 44
Yd
Reg. '3.99 yd. Imported

Yd
1 99

VELVETEEN

$

9(d9

$277

$3
88
Yd.

Reg. 5 1.99 yd. Washable

Yd

Reg. 53.99 yd. Washable

Reg. '3.99 yd. Imported

ARNEL

COTTON

SCREEN PRINTED

JERSEY

DOUBLE KNITS

ACRYLICS

Brand New Fall knits 60" wide. In
prints, stripes, Jacquards. Only 500
yards at this low Price.

Imported from the Far East!
Hand.screened 100 per cent Acrylic
Prints. All exclusive new designers
prints, 45" wide and completely
machine washable. Compare these
anywhere at $3.99 a yard!

TWILL BACK
Lowest price ever on first quality
Twill-back Velveteens in a large
selection of fashion colors. Hurry for
this sensational Fall Fabric Buy!

60" PANNE

Printed Arnel Jerseys in all the new
full prints and colors. 45" wide,
machine washable, First Quality
and full bolts. Don't miss this
tremendous Fall Fabrid Buy!

99i;

99

Yd•

fd

wir

7

GUARANTEED SAVINGS OF 40%, 50%, YES EVEN 60%
ON BRAND NEW BACK TO SCHOOL AND FALL FABRICS!!

.
41
* 1•IS
•

ADVANCE SALE! REG. '3.99 TO '7.99 BRAND NEW

:
•4

FALL '71 „BONDED ACRYLICS
America's Largest Selection of New Fall Turbo
Acrylics in all the "New Look" Patterns and weaves.
All full bolts, 54" wide and First Quality. Choose now
and save up to $5.22 a yard.
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Godmother prospect
gets turned off

MONEY

POSTCARD VOTERS PLAN
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D.Mus.,
plans to introduce legislation
under which any person 18 or
over could register to vote
simply by filling out a postcard
and mailing it to a new
computerized agency within the
Census Bureau.
At a single stroke„' Kennedy
said Thursday, "the system
would do away not only with
By CARL W.RITTER
burdensome registration reCopley News Service
quirements, but also with
unfair residence requirements
Cntroversy continues
that operate to bar voters in betseen the monetarists and
almost every state."
the fiscalists — or new
economists — as to whose
policies serve the country best.
presently confronted with a very sticky problem. It was long
Regardless of whose does, it
suspected, but not confirmed that one of our oldest and most
appears now — in the wake of
faithful members, "Mrs. X," "takes" things. They range
President Nixon's recent
from cigarets to expensive jewelry. Since we meet in each
in favor of
declaration
reincreaidngly
becoming
other's homes, members are
— that the
ideology
Keynesian
luctant to offer their homes for this purpose, and you can't
main thrust toward solving the
hotel.
a
we
Lately
in
meet
to
costly
too
It's
them.
blame
nation's economic problems
have assigned a woman to be the "watc.hdog" for "Mrs. X."
will come from the fiscal side.
Our bylaws provide that a member can be expelled if her
If this is so, we can expect a
conduct is embarrassing or detrimental to the group, but
return to the "fine timing" of
"Mrs. X" has not been well physically [she has suffered two
1961 to 1968 in spite of four
national episodes indicating
serious strokes] and her mental condition is deteriorating as
monetarists' views are more
well. Can you suggest a solution.
STUMPED
worthy of support.
DEAR STUMPED: Assign two women to be "watchBasing their thinking on a
dogs" for "Mrs. X." And since you are all aware et bee
framework developed by John
actin's, it', highly unlikely that she will be able to "piek
Maynard Keynes in the midup" anything more. Because of her falling health, you
1930s, the fiscalists today
assume highly important and
surely wouldn't want to expel this unfortunate woman frees
predictable private spending
the group. She is obviously very sick.
decisions stem from federal tax
and expenditure policies.
DEAR ABBY: The hassle about who should wash out
These new economists see
the bathtub, reminds me of a sign we used to have over the
the best measure of fiscal
bathtub in our college dorm. It read: "A pessimist washes
impact resulting from changes
the tub BEFORE she bathes. An optimist washes the tub
in the so-called full emAFTER she bathes. A lady washes the tub BEFORE and
ployment budget. Monetary
AFTER she bathes."
Respectfully,
policy is considered to be no
MRS. B.: FINDLAY, O.
more than a supplementary
force functioning primarily to
DEAR MRS. B.: And so gees a gentleman.
hold interest rates clown.
Monetarists take the position
What's your problem? You'll feel heifer V you get it off
that economics is far from
your chest. Write to ABBY, Bas WM, Loa Angeles, Cal.
being a science and that
tem. For a peroosai reply esehme stamped, addressed
frequent attempts to stimulate
enveispe.
or retain the economy are more
likely to contribute to unHate to write tellers? Send II to Abby, Om Mee, Lee
settling conditions than to
Angeles, cal. met ter Abby's booklet, "How M Writ* Labeneficial stabilization.
ters tar All Occasions."
Monetarists support a consistent but moderate monetary
stimulation, in line with the
longer-term growth demands
of the economy. They say this
promotes a much healthier
situation over the years than
the activist policy of fine timing
based on tenuous estimates of
the future.

MOYERS',TV SHOW
NEW YORK (UPI)—Bill D.
Moyers, former presidentialpress secretary and one-time
publisher of the Long Island
newspaper Newsday, will become anchorman for a new
weekly public affairs program
on the National Educational
Network.
The new half-hour show,
called "This Week," will
premier at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday Oct. 6. It will concentrate
on the single most important
news story of each week, no
matter what field it is in,
Thursday's announcement said.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: How can a person tell a friend that she
want to ..)e the godmother of a child who is due to be
a few months?
At first I was flattered when asked, but over the months
I have been told what I, as a godparent, am expected to give
my godchild, materially. It has been suggested that I start a
bank account when the child is born and to add to it constantly until the child is ready for college. Also, I've been
told that the godparent remembers his godchild on all giftgiving occasions such as birthdays, Easter, Christmas, etc.
All of this I would have probably done on my OWD, but to
be told I must do so, rubs me the wrong way.
I have already gone overboard with gifts and favors for
the parents and would probably have done so for their child,
but I don't want to be taken advantage of. So, how do I get
out of being a godparent without causing hard feelings?
RELUCTANT GODMOTHER
doesn't
born in

DEAR RELUCTANT: I can't guarantee that there will
ben. "hard feelings." but if you want to "get out of It."
don't offer any "excuses" to justify your change of heart.
Simply state that you have decided against accepting the
"honor."[P. S. You sound like a big-hearted "softie" to me.]
DEAR ABBYI!' Our son has confessed to us that last
summer be went to a public health physician and was
treated for venereal disease. The boy was only 15 at the
time! The doctor who treated our son assured the boy that
he would not tell his parents.
I think parents have a right to know what is going on
with their minor children Can we sue this doctor?
PARENTS OF A MINOR
DEAR PARENTS: Sue him? You should thank him!
a.

DEAR ABBY: I belong to a group of women who help
support a mentally handicapped children's clinic. We are
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Fiscalists'
ideas are
prevailing

ka , not

Payne

Sps7u—c7
Ui

Olive E,1vcl

•

true, es

T:*P:

t3

BRITISH PRICE!
cuts resulting

ifenday, Tuesday, Wednesday, July 2S, July 27 & July 28

ANY

rossword

2 GARMENTS

Matched suits or 2-piece dresses count as one!

3

Suede or Formals Not Incuded

5
6

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.

7

One HOUR
CENTRAL SHOPPING

DOM..

on hangers with any
drycleaning order.

CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW

ACROSS

7 h

Catch (slang)
Go by water
Lift with
lever
Mohammedan
chieftain
Boundary
Harvest
Door
CC mesa
leader
Sun god
Male sheep
Pistol
Unusual
Hurried
Deface
Free ticket
Lubricate
Stroke
Swiss river
French
article
Droops
Prefix down
Cooling device
Dine
Tint
Mix
Be mistaken
Instrument
Chicken
Abstract
being
Distant
Preposition
Flying
mammal
Rue
Pitch
Great Lake
Anger

81
9,
10 C
14 C
16 V
18 It
a
21 C
22 P
23 T
24 B
25
26
28
29
31
32

S

ki
S
A
0

33 P
34 L.

Decay

DRY cLeaneRs

Americans believe, that
monetarists would ignore the
fiscal approach. They merely
feel it is not capable of doing a
proper job alone.
Dr. Beryl W. Sprinkel,
economist for Chicago's giant
Harris Trust & Savings Bank,

Folded

Polishes
57 Parent
(collop
DOWN
Short sheep

iser2 Time gone by
F3 Container
4 Bridge term
5 Be ill
6 Preposition

Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm
and Operated by Begley Drug Co.

CAMEO!
I WONDER IF Me "TENTMATE

FA rr•e r

Pygmy hog, hispid
hare not extinct

SPECIALS!

A growth in money supply
ranging from 3 to 5 per cent a
year is held by monetarists to
be generally acceptable.

7th 8 POPLAR

ti
•

PAGE SEVEN

Drycleat 'ling

Vacation Bible School
CHURCH OF CHRIST

which acts independently of
time span between declining Congress or the president, but
monetary growth and weak tends to reflect administration
stock prices has been about desires. Lately its monetary
nine months, whereas weaker policy has reflected exliquidity has preceded a pansionism
business contraction by 16
months on average.
As to interest rates:
"Excessive money creation
inevitably creates serious
inflation, which results in
higher interest rates that adversely influence bond prices
The pygmy hog and the hisand stock prices unless in- pid hare, unseen for over 10
flation adds commensurately years and feared extinct, have
to profits. A tighter monetary been rediscovered in northpolicy designed to bring in- eastern India, the World Wildflation under control also life Fund announced.
exerts short-run pressure
The two animals have been
toward even higher interest found again in the tea-growing
rates and hence lower asset region of Assam, vhere 12 pygprices."
my hogs and one hispid hare
The key to monetarist policy, are being cared for on a Britof course, rests with the ish-owned tea plantation by its
Federal Reserve System,, _manager, Richard Graves.

makes a conscious effort to
stem the fiscalist tide in
bringing out a new book,
"Money and Markets: A
Monetarist View"(Dow JonesIrwin, Inc.).
He employs case histories to
uncover what he terms "empirical evidence" suggesting
that "monetary change has a
larger, more predictable and
quicker impact upon the
economy than fiscal change
and,indeed,showing that fiscal
change is not an important
factor affecting aggregate
demand."
he
Monetary
change,
declares, "has a major effect
on aggregate demand which, in
turn, is related to such
variables as gross national
product, prices, employment,
profits, interest rates and
equity prices."
Sprinkel states the average

HEARD IT-I'D BETTER 5E.E...

Charac

HEY,PAL-IT5 DINNERTIME

Ti
Le:on
Begin

..",.1„ Pop1aL

Lact

Ca3
cZn

.20

itZ;)

Church of Christ
7th & Poplar
Vine

Nancy
8,1,yr
1 40.
//70),

POOR SLUGGO --HE
OANNL.DYCHAANST AWARTACDHIO

Sycamore

Sycaleo re

THE FIGHTS
LIKE I CAN

0

Story,-

Rauh

Sue An* Le
In the CBS
JUL Y
24
••.1

This Colonials

Lee -Jana

•••Nen .1..
••••••••••••••••••••

(t)

Glendale

IF THERE'S A SPARK

7th and

5END
U5- Tht

STILL BURNING IN
'EM - BUT NEW
PERFUMES,GIRDLES
AND HAIRDOS HAVE
FAILED TO KINDLE THEN1
INTO A FLAME--

X

Poplar Bus Route for

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
0

DON JUAN
TRAINING

S CHOOL

/4144/9-4,40...

Sinking Spring
LII Abner

* Everyone Is Welcome

HAZEL, IF REAL
PIC21-4TING STAIZTS,
W1-40 WILL RE viGTOzious?

C

A LEADEZ NAMED
&EOIZGE WILL WIN !'V

* Classes For All Ages
* July 26th thru 30th
* 9:00 a.m. Till 11 a.m,
7-24

I

HE H HEN

THAT

FORTUNATE L.N,,

14 HIS /1144.1 EST Y'S
4.1AM
11
/

By BILL DU/
IF THERE'S one
television that stand
viewer's eye, it must
stant change alway:
Regardless of the
there seems to be
reshuffling of the
schedules, switches
and stars, not to Ti
quent cancellations.
It's a matter of
right combination
that will pay off el(
ings, indicating the
tent viewer accepts,
inaccurate process,
tial, and one that c
only the weak *ho
successful ones, too
"Arnie," which eta
Bernardi and Sue Ai
• • •
"ARNIE" returns
work this fall for
season. But in spite
first year and a size
ing, the show has
few changes. For
there are new proi
various writers .
scripts. The time ar
have been switched
critical of all, the t
rection of the seriel
altered slightly.
If "Arnie" is al
success, one might ,
CBS would tamper
A11. Sue Ane La
source of our pre -pr
telligence, snsweree
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New Tobacco Barn Plans
Offer Labor-Saving Ideas

BRITISH PRICES DOWN—This store on Liverpool Street in London advertises price
cuts resulting from Britain's tax slashes—a government move against inflation.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Fruit
DEMO WOO Combine Ham,
DODO
7 Nocturnal
' 4 ACROSS
1:113E1
1312112110
1211:31:112
Salad
y
Summer
For
mammal
Catch (slang)
DO 131131:3121 MGM
8 In favor of
Soothe summer appetites
Go by water
C31110131 0121M-.3
Note of scale
9
Lift with
with a light, refreshing ham
10 Distance
CIEICI
ODOM
OSUMI
lever
measure
DIC1131113 BMOC/ EIV and fruit salad. Although
Mohammedan
t300131313 013CIGIGIE1 extra baked ham lends itself
chieftain
14 Cushions
(10C113 F1010113101 well to this crisp cooler,
Boundary
16 Youngster
Harvest
CCM EMI:NM COM don't hesitate because of
18 Indefinite
Door
C11211110 IRMO Gin
article
Chinese
21 Collects
1000 0113001 CHM lack of ham leftovers, adleader
Paddle
22
vises Reba Staggs, home
CIDO
god
Sun
23 The sun
GOO 013013 00(31 economist of the National
Male sheep
Baker's
24
24
, Pistol
product
Live Stock and Meat Board.
Unusual
25 Small rug
44 Tolls
35 Fish limb
A fully-cooked ham slice or
Hurried
26 Dance step
46 Wager
37 Shocking
Deface
small boneless ham or a
28 Metal fastener 38 Discharged a
47
body
Bone
of
Free t lt ket
29 Skill
canned ham can be pur48 Period of time
gun
Lubricate
31 Armed conflict 39 Singing voice 49 Man's
chased especially for the juStroke
nickname
in
Go
40
32 Organ of
Swiss river
lienne strips.
51 Negative
41 Label •
hearing
French
53 Symbol for
43 Babylonian
33 Pair
article
Ham and Fruit Salad
ruthenium
deity
34 Lamprey
Droops
1 to 1% pounds cooked
Prefix: down
10
Cooling device
smoked ham, cut in
Dine
julienne strips 1% inches
Tint
long
Mix
10
istaken
can (1314 ounces)
1
emru nt
1 Itst
pineapple chunks
21
2 Chicken
3 Abstract
1 banana, peeled and sliced
being
1 avocado, peeled and
Distant
sliced
5 Preposition
Flying
% medium-sized cantaloupe,
mammal
cut in balls
I7 Rue
erSE:
Pitch
Pineapple Dressing
37
Great Lake
Drain pineapple chunks,
Anger
Decay
reserving juice. Pour juice
Polishes
over sliced banana and avo57 Parent
(colloo
cado; drain and reserve
41 49
0
Combine
DOWN
juice for dram
.banaiass
1 Short sloop
tkinaapple
2 Time gone by
clin&i
ices
and
avocado,
il 3 Container
••
•
taloupe balls and turn into
4 Bridge term
•••••
5 Be ill
lettuce lined bowl, cover and
2.1
Distr. by United *attire Syndicate,
6 Preposition

rossword Puzzle

I

4

IL

LEXINGTON, KY.—A well- spacing of tiers means less
planned burley barn can save you overlap and lets air pass through
time and money, whether you more easily, cutting down the
grow half an acre or half a chance of houseburn. Rails 38 to
hundred acres of tobacco, says 40 inches apart make standing
George Duncan, Extension and working easier for those
agricultural engineer with the housing the tobacco.
University ofKentucky College of Sticks should be 44 to 46 inches
long, although you can still use
Agriculture.
Labor saving features to cut the old 48-inch length if
thernan-hours needed for tobacco necessary. Let barn location, size
housing can be built into a barn, and number of ventilator doors
headds. Such features are in- (these should take up 1-3 to 42 of
cluded in the tobacco barn plans the side walls), and the curing
the UK weather expected guide you when
just developed by
Engineering spacing sticks.
Agricultural
Department. These plans are The pole-type construction
available to you at nominal east makes it easier for you to put the
when you plant° build or remodel barn to other uses after your
tobacco is sold, Duncan says.
your barn.
The plans are for a pole-type Wider driverways and more open
barn no more thanthree tiers space allow better use of the barn
high, with tiers measuring 44 to for cattle, machinery, etc. In this
5 feet apart up-and-dpwn with kind of barn, tier rails can be
rails spaced 38 to 40 inches apart removed in the future and the
across the barn. This barn also building will be just as strong as
has full-width- track-type doors it was before. In the older postto allow wagons and other tier barns, removing the tiers to
convert the barn to other uses
equipment to enter easily.
Housing tobacco in a three-tier sometimes made the building
barn takes about half the work weaker.
needed to put up tobacco in a He also recommends trussedfour-to six-tier barn, Duncan roof construction, which is
points out. And putting only three becoming morepopular in
tiers in a barn doesn't mean Kentucky, for this barn.
you'll need to build it bigger. If However, a pole-rafter-type roof
rails are spaced as these plans can be used.
suggest, a barn of this type will Fore more information on
hold about the same amount of these barn plans oron other
tobacco as a higher barn with tobacco housing and equipment
equal floor space and gable tiers. needs, contact your county
The 442- to 5-foot vertical Extension agent or write Duncan
at the UK Department of
chill. Serve with Pineapple Agricultural Engineering,
Dressing. 6 servings.
Lexington, Ky. 40506.
Pineapple Dressing
Irig cup sugar
1 tablespoon flour
1 egg, slightly beaten
% cup pineapple juice
4 cup lemon juice
1/
Combine sugar and flour
and stir into egg. Add juices,
mixing well. Cook slowly,
stirring constantly, until
thickened. Cool before serving. Yield: 1% cups.

Ane Langdon
CAMEOS: Sue

*1 *
Chicken popular
in W. Gernumy
COLOGNE (UPI) — West
Germany is the world's largest
i
meat and
importer of poultry
customer t'or
th'elergest fo
American poultryproducers
The International Exhibition
of Fine Foods and Provisionsaid West German poultry i rn
ports rose from 218,045 irn,
in I9D9 to 239.40'2 ton, in
1970.

Row it started
HONOLULU (UPI) — Thq
tradition of draping visitors
with garlands of flowers, called
"leis, goes back to the early.
Polynesians.
These people, living dose to
nature in surroundings filled'
with flowers, adorned themin wreaths of the bright-,
eat and most fragrant blossoms.'

"WE GIVE UP!"—Arab guerrillas raise their hands in surrender after crossing the
Jordan River to get into Israel to escape King Hussein's crackdown.

Hospital Report
July 21, 1971
ADULTS 110
NURSERY 12

YOUR TV MOON VIEWER—Dr. Wernher Von Braun, deputy NASA administrator,
displays the camera for televising from the Moon, and the training view of a Lunar Rover shows it mounted for action,

and Baby Girl, 203 N. 16th,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Jones (Mrs. Toni Murray, Mrs. Novella Salmon,
Scruggs Jones), 520 Broad, 1608 Ryan, Murray, Miss Angela
Murray, Baby Girl Morgan (Mrs. Roach,Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Opine
Lorna Burd Morgan), Rt, 1, Mae Paschall, Rt. I, Hazel, Mrs.
Benton, Baby Boy Beach (Mrs.
Geraldine Seay and Baby Boy,
Joan Claire Beach), 1515 Johnson
Box 684, Mayfield, Mrs. Rosetta
Blvd., Array, Baby Girl Veal
Rose and Baby Girl, 1500
(Mrs. Peggy Ann Veal), Meadow Clayshire, Murray, Mrs. Rubye
Girl
Baby
Green Circle, Murray,
Moss Roberts,513 S. 7th, Murray,
Newton, (Mrs. Brenda Gail
Newton),Rt.8,Box 190A, Benton.
4.ettlieAlirtth
trteftel1810KIJ9
"Murray, B1
)04
Miss Clara Eagle, W06 Olive Windell Edmonds, 504 Whitnell,
St., Murray, Mrs. Velera Finney Murray, Miss Jennifer Ann ThRt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Betty June ;matt ( expired ), Rt. 2, Box 1,
Scott, Rt. 7, Box 267, Murray Wurray, Mrs. Elzie May Roberts
Willie Earil Childress, Rt. 1 expired), Rt. 1, Dexter
Dexter, Mrs. Linda Lou Brady

NOW
,j)jiri,twour Super Special
on
Fedders Air-Conditioners
Room Air-Conditioners
as low as

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Last Big Week!!
Bernardi, iter television husband
Ane tampion puts arms around Herschel
which moves to Monday nights at 10:00 p.m. this fat

the CBS series, "Arnie,"

does signal the liberation of her
mother's role. "She'll now be allowed to express all her feelings
. . just as a man." she says.
In giving credit for Lillian's
transformation, Sue Ane didn't
mention women's liberation but
rather the unusual and colorful
characters in "All In The Famschedules, switches in formats predictable. They were carica- ily," another CBS series. Sue
freand stars, not to mention
especially to Jean
tures rather than real people. Ane points characteris
ation of
quent cancellations.
for her part, found Stapleton's
Atte,
Sue
the
finding
an encourIt's a matter of
character of Lillian a con- the mother as being
the
variables
of
n
right combinatio
first year. aging variation on the standard
rat- fining one during the
that will pay off with high
an example, she mentioned mother image.
As
all-importhe
• • •
ings, indicating
wear
an not being allowed to
tant viewer acceptance. It la
the general success
and
THAT
the
reveal
might
that
sweaters
inaccurate process, but essenFamily" has conpossibility of her having a of "All In The
not
concerns
that
one
and
tial,
vinced many in television that
was
That
figure.
pleasant
only the weak shows but the thought to be out of character it is perrnisalble, even prefersuccessful ones, too like CBS's
able, to portray people as they
with her mother-wife role.
"Arnie," which stare Herschel
Ane, and really are, thus showing their
Sue
s,
Nevertheles
Bernardi and Sue Ane Langdon
and bad points, rather
all connected, with the show good
• • •
"Arnie does than confine characters to the
concede,
readily
netthe
"ARNIE" returns to
situation comedy treathave the potential." The ele- usual
work this fall for its second ments for its continued auccesk ment. As for "Arnie," it has
strong
a
of
spite
move
season. But in
• general
follow- certainly are there, needing prompted
first year and a sizeable
at this point. toward "realism" in both charreworking
a
only
a
undergone
has
and story.
ing, the show
thing, And with lust that in mind. acterisation
few changes. For one
It will all begin this fall when
the
with cast and crew reported to
producers
new
from
are
there
studios July 12. ready for "the the Nuvo family !witches
various writers contributing change back to what we were its present Saturday night spot
scripts. The time and the night In the pilot film, funny and to Monday evenings at 10:00.
most
have been !witched. And
The new slot has Sue Ane
paced very sharply.'
critical of all, the tone and di• • •
thinking that "we are going to
been
rection of the series have
ANE promises "a string lose some of the kiddies moving
SUE
altered slightly.
to a more adult time." But then
a of one-liners" and "more of the
-Arnie" approach
If "Arnie" is admittedly
new
funny quality
realistically
that
why
wonder
to this
success, one might
show" A for herself, would seem better suited
the
to
at
it
with
audience, whch is the last
CBS would tamper
Sue Ane will be wearing sweat- older
the
Langdon.
for the
all. Sue Ane
this season. And while it of the variables needed
source of our pre-production in- ers
combination.
may seem like a minor point, it right
saying
by
answered
telligence,

that the series had run someabout what afield of the original concept, which 'ought to combine
television that stands out to the
the humor and drama of Arnie
viewer's eye, it must be the consituation—that of a guy
stant change always going on. Nuvo'ii
on the way up.
Regardless of the network,
Then, too, Herschel Bernardi
there seems to be a continual
the characters, as they
reshuffling of the program thought
developed, became bland and

By BILL DUNN
IF THERE'S one thing

Distributed by King restores SYstilesti

Shoe

ADAMS
SHOE STORE
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Palmer Leads Classic,
Trevino Misses Slash

A. E. Dodd, Sr.
Dies Thursday

Dr. Kodman
Speaks At
Crime Meet

Rotary ..

Accidents Are
Investigated

Gospel Music Will
Be Church Program

tCantbuied from Page 1)
Murray State University camMemorial Baptist Church will
"An Evening of Gospel
pus.
present
Albert Evertor) Dodd, Sr., of
Two traffic collisions were
only
"There
one
is
such
club
in
on Sunday, July 25, at
Music"
Route Two, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Murray
the district," he noted, "and it is investigated by the
7:30 p.m. featuring the Melody
By FRED MCMANE
tot) snot.
posted his second consecutive died Thursday at 8:10 p.m. at the
Friday
located at Springfield, Ky., where Police Department on
Quartet of Eddyville.
UPI Sports Writer
They sound more like 68 Friday to move into second Henry County General Hospital,
listed Makers
there is no college or institution afternoon. No injuries were
Members of this talented group
HARRISON, N.Y. (UPI)—Lee those of a prominent Park Ave. place with a 36-hole score of Paris, Tenn. He was 55 years of
of any kind. There is no reason on the reports filed by the of- are James Edward Glass, Ted
Trevino is gone and Jack law firm, but Bob E. Smith, 136. Gilbert, Wood and Stone all age.
The revision of state statutes
why such an organization could ficers.
Yates, Rodney Polk, Rodney
Nicklaus is ailing, so it's up to Gibby Gilbert, Larry Wood and were grouped at 137 after
The deceased was a fanner and dealing with criminal law and the
The first occurred at 3:51 p.m.
Arnold Palmer to carry on the Bob Stone have each put rounds of 70, 72 and 69 a member of the Church of development of training and not be formed on the Murray between Diamond Rio two ton White, and Dwain Cash White.
a
Also included in this service
prestige of the $250,000 West- together two solid rounds over respectively.
Christ. He was born August 19, educational programs for campus as well as that of any truck owned by Pntachall Truck
other
school."
state
be the ordinance of New
will
chester Classic.
the 6,700-yard, par 72 Westches- Palmer, the first day leader 1915, in Kentucky and his parents Kentucky's criminals have been
During his visit, the Rotary Lines and driven by John T. Testament Baptism.
No unknown player has ever ter Country Club course to with a 64, continued his fine are Mrs. Nora A. Ballard and the the primary discussion topics for
official was given information on Cavanaugh of Millside, Ill., and a "Everyone is invited to attend
won the world's richest tour- more into serious contention for play as he carded a two-under late Albert L Dodd.
a three-day meeting of the
driven by
some
of the local club's activities, 1968 Plymouth Fury II
and all the
nament, dating back to its the $50,000 top prize.
He was married to the former Kentucky Crime Commission at
par 70 that left him all alone in
Calloway of this special service
Orell
Johnnie
and confereed with Club
services at Memorial Baptist
28-year-old .. the No. 1 spot with a 10-under Matte Lee Gruggs, who survives, Kenlake State Park.
beginning in 1967, but entering Smith,
a
One.
Route
Murray
President Robert E. Moyer,
Church," a church spokesman
today's third round there are Sacramento, Calif., who has par 134. Palmer, who is just on December 18, 1934.
In addition to members of the
Police said the Calloway car
four unheralded players who never finished higher than fifth returning to the circuit after a
Survivors are his wife and 45-member commission, Secretary Ted Billington and was parked in a parking space on said.
are challenging Palmer for the in his five years on the circuit, two-week layoff wasn't drop- mother; one daughter, Mrs. members of the 16 regional crime other members of the group.
The district governor was Mapk.Cavanaugh,going west on
ping putts as often as he did Lonnie Fay Mitchell of Route councils within the state also
introduced
by Nat Ryan Hughes, Maple Street, started to make a
Thursday but the 41-year-old Four, Buchanan, Tenn.; five have been participating in the
one of two former district right turn and caught the
master still had his game under sons, Logan W. Dodd of Route meeting along with a number of
governors who are members of Plymouth in the left rear with his
One, Mansfield, Tenn., Albert E. top state officials, including:
control.
the
Murray club. The other is Dr. right rear wheels, the police
"I had only one bogey and it Dodd,Jr., of Route One, Puryear, Dr. George Perkins, Kentucky
Final rites for James Garnette
Ralph
H. Woods, president report said.
was the first one I've had in Term., Danny Grubbs Dodd of commissioner of child welfare;
knocked
was
car
Calloway
of Murray Route One are
Luton
The
emeritus of Murray State
the tournament," said golf's Detroit, Michigan, Donnie Lee Dr Dale Farabee, commissioner University.
up on the sidewalk into the being held this morning at 10:30
former kingpin. "I hat etty Dodd and Darren Dodd, both of of mental health, and J. C.
A guest of the meeting was Benton Auto Supply building at the chapel of the J. H. Churgood opportunity to pickkup Route Two, Buchanan, Term.; Taylor, commissioner of the Harper
Titsworth, LaCenter, hitting a parking meter on the left chill Funeral Home with Rev.
some shots and I didn't do it, five grandchildren, Steven Department of Correction in
Dr. Howard Titsworth. side, according to the police Lloyd Wilson officiating.
father
of
but I played pretty good. I was Mitchell, Greg Mitchell, Alan Kentucky.
Pallbearers are Lowell King,
report.
real Dodd, L. W. Dodd II, and Levi Also participating in the
any
in
not
Damage to the car was on the Taylor Buchanan, Darrell Hale,
meeting has been Judge John
wr*us trouble. I didn't putt as Dodd.
fender and bumper, but no Roy Pool, Ronny Pool. Burialill
Also surviving are five sisters, Palmore, a member of the
well as I did Thursday but then
damage was reported to the be in the old Salem camel
By JOE CARNICELLI
old "baby-faced" right-hander the greens were playing a little Mrs. Odelle Alton of GoocUett- Kentucky Court of Appeals,
truck.
UPI Sports Writer
with arrangements by the J,
sville, Tenn., Miss Sylvester Frankfort; Circuit Judge Robert
A one car accident occurred at Churchill Funeral Home.
As if things weren't going and he pitched a two-hitter
101
4:35 p.m. on West Main Street in
well enough for the Pittsburgh Friday night to lift the Pirates While Palmer continued to Dodd of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Lukowsky and Charles Coy, past
Luton, age 79, died Friday
Bar
Kentucky
victory
Sumner
to
of
Cecellia
president
a
the
4-0
over
of
St.
the
course,
course
Louis,
San
the
conquer
the
front of the Tidwell Paint 4:50 a.m.at the Murray-Calk
Pirates—now they've come up
Diego Padres.
Kison, called proved the master of Trevino. Mo., Ms. Ophelia Mayer of Association.
Company.
with a rookie whiz.
County Hospital. He was f
Mrs. Louise Mohundro Owens manager of the Beale
He's Bruce ICison, a 21-year- up recently from Charleston of The U.S. and British Open Murray, and Mrs. Virginia Dr. Frank Kodman,a professor
the International League, champion had one of his worst Parker of Gary, Inc.; four of psychology at Murray State
of Murray Route Six, driving a Murray.
pitched a perfect game for 5 2-3 rounds of the year, a 75, and brothers, Jack Dodd of Murray, University and a member of the
1965 Ford Galaxie 500, was going
His wife, Gracie, died
was
a
home
long
It
ride
Wedinnings before pinch-hitter An- his two-round total of 146 was Cletus Dodd and Deric Dodd, State Crime Commission, apeast on Main Street. She told 1966. He was the son of the
afternoon
members
nesday
for
of
gel Bravo singled. Enzo Her- not enough to qualify for the both of Detroit, Mich., and peared on the program,
police that a car pulled out from Frank Luton and Jane Mali
nandez' single leading off the third round. It marked the first Ronald Dodd of Almo.
presenting the university's the Oaks-Calloway Country behind Tidwell Paint Store in Luton. Mrs. Irene Leaneve
Clubs'
swimming
combined
team
>oc-otic.o.=-o)o)choescpe ninth was the only other hit time in 29 tournaments that Funeral services will be held proposal for the pre-service
front of her, she applied her Cadiz is a surviving niece. .
By Unkd Press International Kison allowed as he picked up Trevino had missed the 36-hole today at two p.m. at LeDon training of correction and after they had been soundly brakes to keep from hitting the
beaten
332
to
141
by
a
team
of
American League
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, juvenile delinquency officials.
his second victory without a loss. cut.
swimmers from the Madisonville unidentified car, lost control of
East
loss.
,The cutoff mark was 145 with Paris, Term., with Bro. Henry Similar proposals also were
her car on the wet pavement,and
Willie Stargell backed Kison's 81 players qualifying, and Hargis and Bro. John Dale of- presented by representatives Country Club in a meet at struck a highway sign post
W. L Pet. GB
Madisonville.
Baltimore
60 36 .625 ... strong performance with three Trevino might have made it ficiating.
from the University of Louisville,
The Murrayans managed to knocking it down, according to
56 39 .589 3% hits, including his 32nd homer, had he not taken a triple bogey Nephews will serve as the University of Kentucky and
Boston
The funeral services for Mrs.
win
only two relay events and the police report.
.571
Detroit
50 46
10 and Richie Hebner drove in two eight on the 18th hole. But the pallbearers. Interment will be in from Eastern and Western
Damage to the car was on the John D. (Elzie Mae) Roberts
individual races after
eight
New York
48 51 .485 13% runs with his leth homer. The fun-loving Mexican-American the Bethel Cemetery with the Kentucky Universities.
front end. The state highway sign
Washington
39 55 .41520 victory, the third consecutive hit his second shot into a tree arrangements by the Ridgeway
Basically, the Kentucky Crime making the 92-mile trip to the was also damaged in the were held Friday at one p.m. at
the Ledbetter Baptist Church
40 57 .412 20% shutout thrown at the Padres, on the final hole and needed six Morticians, Paris, Tenn., where Commission is concerned with Hopkins Countians' pool.
Cleveland
with Rev. Glen Cope officiating.
Nick Hibbard of the Calloway collision.
West
stretched their scoreless string shots to reach the green. friends may call.
the funding of programs in the
Serving as pallbearers were
W. L Pct. GB to 29 innings and helped the Immediately upon completing
area of law enforcement and club was the top point-gainer for
William
Morrison,
Glen
Pirates build their National his round he left to go fishing in
61 34 .642
Oakland
crime prevention, currently the visitors with 25. The son of
Morrison, Phillip Morrison,
50 44 .532 10% League Eastern Division lead to Connecticut.
Kama City
1
2 million Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hibbard,
allocating more than 7/
Randy
Morrison,
Shelby
47 54 .465 17 11% games over second-place "I didn't want to play last
cnla
dollars from 196 federal and state Dogwood Drive, Nick won first
Morrison, and Eugene Kirk.
43 53 .448 18% Chicago. The Cubs lost to week or this week," Trevino
Minnesota
grants to police courts, correc- place in four individual events
Burial was in the church
Chicago
42 53 .442 19 Philadelphia 4-3.
tion institutions and in programs and was a member of the winning
The Murray Chamber of
admitted, "but there was so
cemetery with the arrangements
Milwaukee
40 54 .421 30% Elsewhere in the NL, Atlanta much promotion that I felt Funeral services for Mrs. supervised by the 16 regional relay team in two swims.
Commerce has announced on
Swimming in the 10 years and
by the Max Churchill Funeral
Friday's Results
beat Los Angeles) 5-3, Cincinnati obligated. I have no intention to Treamon (Irene) Miller, for- crime councils.
behalf of Representative E. Guy
under class for boys, Nick won
Hoome.
Baltimore 4 California 3
edged San
Francisco 3-2, play golf right now and I can't merly of Calloway County, will be
Lovins that Governor Louie B.
the 50-yard freestyle, the 50-yard
Mrs. Roberts, age 68, died
Kansas City 6 Cleveland 4
Houston blasted New York 5-1 force myself to try any more. held Monday at the John Santeiu
Nunn has commissioned Jon R.
butterfly,
50
-yard
Funeral
the
Wednesday at 6:20 p.m. at the
Home,
breastGarden
City,
New York 6 Milwaukee 2
and St. Louis stopped Montreal It's temporary. I'm just tired
Pierce of Murray a Kentucky
Mich. Burial will follow in a
stroke and the 100-yard medley.
Murray-Calloway County
Oakland 9 Detroit 7
6-2.
Colonel.
out."
In addition, he teamed up with
Hospital. Her husband passed
Boston SMinnesota
Baltimore shaded California Nicklaus, co-favorite in the cemetery in Garden City where
Mr.
Pierce
is
Project
Manager
Mike Pitman, Vince and Clay
away July 26, 1967. Her parents
Chicago at Wash. ppd, rainN
4-3, Kansas City
downed tournament with Trevino, also 'the fussily hes resided Sc. OM
"The Circumstantial Will Of Furches of the Oaks club to win for the Vanderbilt Chemical were the late Joe and Ale Joyce
Cleveland 6-4, New York beat had some problems but his past twenty-nine years.
Corporation
now
plant
nearing
Mrs. Miller, age 55, died God" will be the subject of the the medley and freestyle relays
Morrison. She was a member of
Today's Probable Pitchers
Milwaukee 6-2, Boston held off were of a physical nature. Big
completion north of Murray.
the Ledbetter Church.
Boston (Paters 8-7) at Minnesota 8-6, Oakland out- Jack was bothered for the Thursday at ten p.m. at the ,sermon by Dr. Samuel R. Dod- in the same age group.
The
the
Governor's
text
of
letter
Minnesota (Parry 124).
lasted Detroit 9-7 and Washing- second consecutive day by Garden City Hospital. She was a son, Jr., for the 8:45 and 10:50 Robin Ray of the Oaks accompanying the commission The county woman who resided
on Murray Route Three is surNew York (Kekich 4-4) at ton-gchicago was rained out in blurred vision and he was member of the United Methodist am. worship services on Sun- swimmers was the next top reads in part as follows:
Church there. Mrs. Miller was day, July 25, at the First United Murray point-getter with 12%,
vived by three brothers, TharMilwaukee (Slaton 4-2).
American League play.
forced to consult a doctor, who
"Many
distinguished
inwinning the 50-yard freestyle
mon. Prentice, and Earnest
Washington (Gogolewski 0-0 Rookie Earl Williams ho- diagnosed the problem as an the daughter of the late Everett Methodist Church.
dividuals
throughout
the
world
and Thompson 0-2) at Chicago mered his first two times at infection and treated Nicklaus and Effie Booker Adams of Various classes in the Youth swim for girls 10 years old and have been recognized in con- Morrison, all of Murray Route
Murray Route Four.
Bradley 8-9 and John 9-10)
bat and drove in three runs as with eye drops.
and Adult Division of the Church under, the 50-yard backstroke sideration of some outstanding Three, and several nieces and
nephews.
4-7) at Atlanta beat the Dodgers. Despite the ailment Nicklaus Survivors are her husband School will devote the Sunday and as a member of the winning achievement. Certaianly
Oakland ( Odom
you
Detroit (Cain 5-5).
Williams' homers, boosting his managed to post a 69 and his Treamon Miller, daughter, Mrs. School hour on Sunday to a girls relay team in the 10-year-old deserve to be included in their
Kansas City (Butler 1-2) at season total to 17, helped two-round score of 141 left him Rolin (Ina) Rettig, and four consideration of the areas of need and under freestyle. Swimming rank of Colonel...The
Comgrandsons, Mike, Phillip, David,
with her in the relay event was
Cleveland (Lamb 5-7).
George Stone record his fourth in contention.
in the community to which the
monwealth of Kentucky is indeed
California (Clark 2-1) at victory against three losses and "My eyes maybe cost me a and Jeffrey, all of Garden City; church should be directing its Debbie Henry and Pam Johnson proud
of all that the Kentucky
of the Oaks and Leslie Hunter of
Baltimore (Cuellar 13-3), night. saddled Bill Singer with his 12th couple of shots, but it's not the two sisters, Mrs. Homer (Katie) attention and concern.
Colonels have done for this state
Charlton
Murray
Calloway
of
Route
the
club.
Four
loss in 17 decisions.
reason for my score," said
and I'm sure your future parSunday's Games
George Foster, obtained from Nicklaus. "I have had three and Mrs. Hewlett (Dorothy) A group of Senior High Youth The only other Murray winners ticipation in the
numerous
Murray
Cooper
of
Route
were
Rhonda
Seven;
Garland
of
United
the
from
Methodist
Boston at Minnesota
the Giants in May, drove in the sixes in two days and if I could
Kentucky Colonel events, will
sister-in-law,
Mrs.
Calloway,
winning
Hafford
in
the
100-yard
Church in Clinton, Mo., will
Calif at Bait, twilight
winning run with. a, bases eliminate those I'm in good
(Laverne) Adams of Murray. arrive in Murray Sunday at five medley relay for girls 14 and bring even greater satisfaction to MAYFIELD, Ky., July
New York at Milwaukee, 2
loaded sacrifice fly in the position."
23 —
you." t
Washington at Chicago, 2
eighth inning to boost the Reds Meanwhile, Smith, Gilbert, Two brothers, Hafford and Odell p.m. and will be guests in the under, and Brad of the Oaks, Mr. Pierce
At the Purchase District Fair
represents the
deceased.
are
Adams,
winning
in
the
50
-yard
freestyle
the
Detroit,
young
of
2
people
Oakland at
homes
of the
over San Francisco.
engineering firm of Singmaster here Thursday night, a recordi
Wood and Stone have taken
of entries competed in the society;
Kansas City at Cleveland, 2
church for the evening and night. event for boys 12 years old and
Foster's run-producing fly over Nicklaus' role as the
&
Breyer of New York City and
younger.
horse show.
came after Pete Rose led off major challengers to Palmer.
National League
will
shortly
return
there
to
This was the fourth loss of the
Secret Reverie, owned by
These young people from
the inning with a homer to tie Gilbert's round Friday was
East
resume
his
duties as Construction
Plainview Stables, Murray, rids
Clinton have been participating season against one win for the
W. L Pet. GB the score and three walks filled remarkable. He started off with
Manager for the firm. While on den
by Janet Banks, took the
the bases.
in "Encounter '71" at Henderson Murrayans. Earlier they had lost
Pittsburgh
64 34 .593
two bogeys and a double-bogey
assignment here Mr. and Mrs honors in
to
for
Hopkinsville,
funeral
Miss
The
Paducah
and
the Doctor E. C. WalJennifer
Settlement,
Wynn
Frakes,
Jim
had
Ky.,
a
two-rtm
and
are
52 45 .536 11%
Chicago
on three of the first four holes
Pierce
have
made
their
home on ter 5-gated open class. This was
42 41 .531 12 homer and Don Wilson pitched but rebounded with six consecu- Thweatt of Murray Route Two is visiting the Murray church on Cape Girardeau, Mo., before Covey Drive in Murray.
St. Louis
the highlight of the annual show.
being held this morning at eleven their way home. Rev. David Van winning last week at Russellville.
New York
49 46 .516 13% a- three-hitter to help Houston tive birdies from the eighth
The trophy was presented to
o'clock
Monday
at
the
the
team
chapel
will
of
parthe
the
Mets.
beat
Giesen
followed
his
Wynn
wife
and
are
the
Philadelphia
through the 13th. That was just
43 56 .434 21%
the winner by Mary Porter Kolb,.
Montreal
39 59 .398 25% Roger Metzger's double in the two short of the PGA record Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home, counselors chaperoning this ticipate in the Paducah Indaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Benton, with Rev. David group.
vitational at Noble Park in
sixth inning with sixth homer to set by Bob Goalby in 1963.
West
Kolb, and granddaughter of Dr,
Brasher,
Paducah
pastor
of
the
along
Kirksey
with
other
seven
help
send
the
Meta
to
their
17th
Oddly enough, Smith and
W. L Pet. GB
Walter.
teams, including Cape Girarloss in their last 21 games.
Gilbert had been struggling in Baptist Church, officiating.
San Francisco 60 40 .600
Judges for the classes were
deau,
Interment
Paducah,
will
be
in
Marion,
Ill.,
and
the
ThMike
Ryan's
single
RBI
in the two weeks prior to the
52 47 .525 7%
Los Angeles
David Mason, Murphreesboro,
weatt Cemetery in Marshall
Hopkinsville.
52 51 .505 9% the sixth and Don Money's solo classic.
Atlanta
Tenn., and Ken Ray, Sedalia.
A final event for the Oaks
49 49 .500 10 homer two innings later helped "Over the last two months I County with the arrangements by
Houston
Ringmaster was Sonny Fristoe.
From The
the
Fllbeck-Cann
swimmers
Funeral
will
be
an
inter-squad
Home,
MAYFIELD,
Ky.,
Philadelphia
the
Cubs.
July
beat
Ken
23
—
played so badly I figured I was
Cincinnati
47 54 .465 13%
Other first place winners were:
Benton.
meet
Edward
next
L.
week
followed
Turner, 423 S. 11th
by a
34 66 .34036 Reynolds and Bill Wilson just spinning my wheels," said
San Diego
Two year old walking horse
St.,
The
died in a one-car accident
young girl, age five, died
potluck supper. This will be held
combined for a six-hitter.
Gilbert, "and after four holes
Friday's Results
at 345 a.m. today inside the division, Carbon Copy's Image.
Wednesday
one
at
5:50
afternoon
p.m.
next
at
week,
the
acHouston 5 New York 1
owned by Stacey Leigh McConThe acardinals took advan- today I had visions of missing Murray-Calloway County By United Press International cording to the coach, Jack Baker, Mayfield city limits.
Philadelphia 4 Chicago 3
nell, ridden by Jimmy McConnel,
tage of three errors, two by left the cut."
Officials
Hospital after having been
said
the
the
exact
date
for which has not
acident ocNEW YORK —Idle Maria
St. Louis 6 Montreal 2
fielder Jim Fai4ey, to score "I was hitting the ball so stricken about two p.m. while Concepcion, an airline stewar been announced.
curred at the U.S. 45 south over- Reives, Tenn.; Pleasure ponnies,
Pittsburgh 4 San Diego 0
four runs in the fourth innin badly the last two weeks I attending Bible School at the dess held hostage by a hijacker The other swimmers par- pass when Turner's car hit a April Dancey, owned and ridden
Cincinnati 3 San Francisco 2
and beat Montreal in a game didn't know whether to take up ICirksey Baptist Church. Her who was shot and killed by an ticipating in the Madisonville bridge abuttment. Turner, 42, by Cindy Coleman, Paducah;
Atlanta 5 Us Angeles 2
show walking pleasure, Golden
delayed 37 minutes by power bowling, drinking or what," death was reported to be due FBI agent:
meet Wednesday included: Susan who was alone in the car, was Boy, owned
Today's Probable Pitchers
Smith. "I guess I
said
and ridden by C.
pronounced
dead
at
the scene.
from internal bleeding from a "I thought I was shot. I Stripling, Lori Crass, Mary Ann
straightened myself out this
Houston (Grail 0-0) at New Fairey booted a
He was a printer at Mayfield Wheeler, Boaz; three-year-old
double by
malignant
tumor.
She
Littleton,
LeAnna
had
else,
anyone
it
Dick,
was
not
.see
couldn't
Michelle
walking class, Woman Watcher,
York ( Matlack 0-1).
Joe Torre and Dal Maxvill's week."
been ill previous to Wednesday, only WM and me, so who else Richardson, Todd Bradshaw, Printing Co. for many years.
owned by Forrester and Smythe,
Pittsburgh ( Blass 10-4 ) at San single to allow two runs to
Surviving
are
his
wife.
Mrs.
according to reports.
Scott Orr and Mike Hibbard from
could be shot but me?"
Diego (Roberts 7-101.
Ella Mae Turner; his mother, Martin, Tenn.; western pleasure
score.
Survivors are her parents, Mr
the Calloway club.
Cincinnati (Simpson 2-21 at
,Mrs.
Dollie Turner of Mayfield; class, King Putty, owned and
and Mrs. Raymond Lee Thweatt, DENVER —Republican Na- Those from the Oaks club inridden, Bob Atkins, Hazel, Ky.;
San Francisco (Carrithers 1-1)
two brothers, Gerald and John tional Committee member LE. cluded: Mary Lee Furches, eight ions, Ed Turner Jr., Elgin four-year-old walking horse, Ky.
NEW HORSE BAN
Chicago (Jenkins 15-8) at
Air
Force
Base,
(Continued
Fla.,
from
Kenneth,
Page
1)
Thweatt, and one sister, Miss Thomas of Florida, saying San Martha Lyle Pitman, Kay
NEW YORK (UPI)—Texas
Philadelphia (Wise 9-7), night.
Mark, David, James, Bill, Chris Copy, Caldwell Farms, Fulton;
has been added to the list of sailed from Pearl Harbor Janet Thweatt, all of Murray Diego does not have enough Adams, Betsy Gore, Gene Jones,
and Michael Turner, all of May- gaited pleasure, Pal Of Mine,
Atlanta (Reed 10-7) at Los
states from which New York Friday.
Route Two; grandmothers, Mrs hotel space for the GOP Donna Adams, Kelly Seale, Chip field;
five daughters, Mrs. Pa- owned by Phil Vance, ridden by
Angeles (Osteen 114), night.
tracks are no longer permitted
Jessie T Frazier of Arkansas and convention and recalling that as Furches, Kevin Ray, Don Henry, tricia
tracking
The
ship
Vanguard
St. Louis (Russ 8-10 and
Clymer of Mayfield, and Janie Sloan, Paducah: amateur
to accept horses if they were in and the helicopter transport Mrs. Walter Nordstrom of a Marine he was at nearby Tyler Seale, Jay Pitman and Eli Misses Mary
walking horsing, Delight Chance,
Rose, Anna Marie,
Carlton 13-4) at Montreal
that state on or after July 9. Austin are steaming toward Michigan; great grandmother, Camp Pendleton, Calif.:
Alexander.
Janie and Joanie Turner, all of owned by A. S. Dean, Murphree(Strohmayer 3-3 and Morton 8The New York State Harness emergency landing areas in the Mrs. Minnie Thweatt of Benton "I'm afraid that's where my
the home, and four grandchil- boro, Tenn.; Racking class, Pen10), 2, twi-night.
ny Copper, owned and ridden by
Commission previously prohibit- Atlantic.
Route One; several aunts and room might be."
dren.
tWO-FOR-TWO SWAP
ed the import of horses from At the launch site, Air Force uncles.
Funeral arrangements are in- Nancy Myers, Hazard;
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI)—In a
Sunday's Games
Juvenile ridders, Molly B.
Arkansas, New Mexico, Oklaho- helicopters practiced for launch
complete.
SAIGON —President Neguyen two-for-two trade of
Houston at New York
forwards
Masterpiece, Trimble, Tenn.;
ma and Louisiana if the aborts. Three big "Jolly Green ANDY WILLIAMS TOURNEY Van Thieu's press secretary and
Friends
may
call
at
Roberts
guards Friday, the Buffalo
St. Louis at Montreal
Open Walking Horse, First Deanimals had been there on or Giant" helicopters will start SAN DIEGO (UPI)—The fifth announcing Thieu is running for Braves
of the National Basket- Funeral Hoibe.
Chicago at Philadelphia
light Shadow, owned by Story
after July 21. The ban is being circling offshore as soon as the annual Andy Williams-San Die- re-election:
ball Association swapped Don
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Sawmill and Lumber Co., Troy,
applied because of raging fever Apollo launch escape system is go Open Golf Tournament will "President Thieu has decided May and
Herb Gilliam to the
Pittsburgh at San Diego, 2
Tenn.;
Travelers
roadster p o n y, Bells.
in
Roman
times
several
affecting horses in
activated 12 minutes before be played Jan. 25-30 at Torrey to be a candidate again for a Atlanta Hawks
Cincinnati at San Francisco. 2 states
for Walt Haz- carried traveler's checks as pro• woods Princes, owned by Lonnie
Pines Golf Course in this city. second term."
blastoff
zard and Jerry Chambers
tection against robbers.
Pruitt, Union City, Tenn
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Final Rites Held
For J. G. Luton

Rookie Hurls 2
Hitter To Lift
Pirates Friday

Swim Team
Beaten By
Hopkinsville

Standings

Mrs. Roberts'
Rites Held Friday "9

Pierce Commissioned
As Kentucky Colonel

Funeral Is Monday
For Mrs. Miller

Methodist Youth
To Host Choir

Record Set
At Purchase
Fair Event

Jennifer Thweatt
Rites Held Today

Quotes
News

Apollo 15 ...

•

Mayfield
Man Killed
In Crash

BEAGLE PUPPIES
2females. Phone 435-

MODERN COFFEI
tables, 12'x15' gold
pad; fur stole; hand
hair wig,auburn. Pb
6495.

VOX ELECTRIC on
amplifier. Phone 7;
4:00psn.

GARAGE SALE, Sa
24, 8:00 a.m. to 8:1
Sunday, July 25, 1:30
Among items are: gi
sizes 7 through 1
picture frar
linens; tools; kitcher
chairs; jewelry;
cyclopedias; old fri
African Violets. 1
Farm Road, phone 7f,

diShes;

PONY, SADDLE an
for 975.00. Phone 481
Junior Compton.

NEW AND used ti
I'actor flats repaii
Service. Vinson 'I
Phone 753-4892.

PENTA TREATE
Resistant to rot an
Ideal for boat clod
weather exposed us
Lumber Co., Mai
Murray,Kentucky.

NEW HEAVY duty
heavy duty gear b
jumper and solid tail
cut up to four inch bill
pick-up, $325.00. AL
five foot pull type r
and two row new an
point cultivators. Vii
company,753-4892

-ADAMS 312 Road G
bondttion. Phone 753-1
NEW TRUCK Load;
Cub 11, Carry. H
commercial type,
back, plush, indo
prices start $2.50 Nu
to $3.95 square yard,
Pick anything in hoi
lasts. Also vinyl cusl
$1.00 square yard. Lo
Volume
buying.
Discount House,
tucky,492-9733.
FRIGIDAIRE
E
range, only $25.00.
2277.
YAMAHA AT-1, Cer
chamber
cer, high compres
knobby tire, exceller
South Fulton, Tenn.
1413.

expansion

1966 BARLEY DA
well dressed. Phone
753-8428.
1970 HONDA 450 Scr
mileage, good cond
plete with helmets an
Phone 753-4115 after E
J26C
OUTDOOR SETTE
living room chair,
maple.Phone 753-595
MODEL 66 AC comb
extra good condition
2243.
ARC TOY Poodles
Setter Puppies. Phon
1862.

new roller skates i
carrying case, size
cat. Phone 489-2373a1

USED FREEZERS.
Freezer.
Chest
telvinator Chest F
GE 20' Chest Freer
Car and Home Suppl
Street.
MAPLE BARRELL
wing back arm c
upholstering; bit
dinette set; set gold
and ends. Phone 753-1
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SATURDAY-JULY 24, 1971

THE LEDGER & TIMES - '41(. BRAY, KENTUCKY

ISEACIA2111410122, Beltdifro7D5
FOR SALE.

FOR SALE

NEW SHIPMENT 8 TRACK
CAR TAPES
9.95 each
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
-Diiiieland Shopping Center

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!
85 acres near lake on blacktop
road, spring fed creek about one
mile east of Faxon. $9,995.00
190 acres completely fenced,
good road, plenty of water for a
good livestock operation. Priced
less than $125.00 per acre.
A small farm of 40 acres on good
gravel road 4 miles east of New
Concord and only two miles from
lake, has some good tillable land.
LAW price of $7,400.00.

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

FURNITURE REFINISHING
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C

317
lrvan

THIS COUPON WORTH 100 EXTRA

TOP VALUE STAMPS

DOES YOUR house look drab?
Brighten up inside or out with a
professional paint job. Free
estimates. After 5:00 p.m. 7534131 or 753-9382.
J24P

Living Room
Kitchen
Den
Bath
2 Bedrooms
Outside Storage
Large Lot
MI Carpet
DOES NOT HAVE...
Swimming Pool
Marble Steps
A Car Port
Or An Inflated Price
Phone 753-8175

NOTICE

NOTICE

With 8-Gal. or More Purchase

Rayburn's Texaco

CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Crimp, 753July29C
5933.

hoe work. Phone Rex

South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

BEAGLE PUPPIES, 2 male and 1970 MINI TRAIL Honda, 70 cc, Good
house, shop building and
2females. Phone 435-4725. J24C with bumper racks. Phone 489nineteen acres only one mile
J26C from south city limits. Enough
PROFESSIONAL, EX2303.
MODERN COFFEE and end
PERIENCED painter, will work
pasture to raise a few head of
tables, 12'x15' gold carpet with
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
YAMAHA 350 cc 1970. Call 753- cattle. A good shop building for
pad; fur stole; hand made human 5394.
has own equipment. Call 489J26P auto work, etc. Call us for the low
hair wig, auburn. Phone 753J30C
=17.
selling price of this fine property.
E495.
J24C
H & R USED FURNITURE is
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
action on the sale of your
PIANO INSTRUCTION by open five days a week 10 to 6, on
VOX ELECTRIC organ, Baldwin in Kentucky. No increase in For
property list it with us!
college student completing Hwy. 121, Concord Road. Lots of
amplifier. Phone 753-4902 after prices. Country Boy Stores, the
degree. In studior or your home, nice used furniture and lots of
Army
Surplus
Folks. 9 miles
4:00p.m.
J24C
beginning August 30th. Phone antiques. Phone 753-6676, home
from HopkinsvIlle, Junction Ky. Calude L. Miller Broker 753-5064
418 Main Street (Home )753-3059
J24C
767-4700.
J24C phone 753-4716.
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, July 117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 John C. Neubauer,
Associate
Aug30C
24, 8:00 am. to 8:00 p.m. and p.m.
Broker
753-7531
WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
Sunday, July M,1:30 to 5:30 p.m.
J26C
inside city limits. Reasonable
Among items are: good clothing, SAVE FOR that new car by
NOTICE
FOR RENT
rates. Phone 753-3798.
AlOC
Ates 7 through 12; pottery; cleaning your old carpets with
home TRAILER for rent. See Brandon
bedroom
THREE
NEW
do
not receive your
If
you
-althea; picture frames; lamps; Blue Lustre and renting a new
Kentucky Dill at Dill's Trailer Court after
paper by six p.m. can 753HELP WANTED
Piens; tools; kitchen ware; lawn shampooer for $1.00. Western with bath, overlooking
16 miles from Murray, 4:00 p.m. Located at Murray
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
Aairs; jewelry; new en- Auto, Home of "The Wishing Lake,
work yet to be done, Drive-In Theatre Entrance. No BOYS WANTED,ages 14 thru 16,
finish
some
p.m.
cyclopedias; old fruit jars and Well."
J24C
includes boat ramp and beach phone calls please.
J24C bicycle routes, Louisville Courier
African Violets. 1626 College
J27C
$7,850.00. Phone
Journal,call 753-7116.
Farm Road,phone 753-8787. J24C 1414'GLASTRON BOAT, 50 H.P. area privileges,
DOES YOUR figure need imIndianapolis, bid., 356-4469 or
TOOLS FOR RENT. Hedge
electric start Johnson motor,
TFC trimmers, sanders, buffers, WANTED DENTAL assistant, no proving? Call Shapemakers of
PONY, SADDLE and bridle. All skiis, convertible, trailer, 6956.
saws. Bilbrey's Car and Horns experience necessary. Send Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
for $75.00. Phone 489-2324 or see mooring cover, and all other
A25C
PARTIALLY
Supply,
East Main Street. J24C resume to P.O. Box 32-J, Murray, guaranteed.
WOODED lot,
J24C accessories. Boat 3 weeks old,
Junior Compton.
J27C
Kentucky.
$2050.00. Phone 753-6344. J27NC 105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerNICE CLEAN Three room furNEW AND used tractor tires.
'p.m.
TFC nished apartment with new bath, PLANT ENGINEER; must have vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Tilictor flats repaired. Speedy
air conditioned. Couple or two degree, minimum of 3 years Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarService. Vinson Tractor Co. 10x55 Mobile Home with 10 x 10
A5C
boys. Days call 753-6676, nights experience. Salary to $14,000.00 mington, Kentucky.
Extend()
on
living
room,
3
spacious
FOUR-BEDROOM
Phone 753-4892.
1TC
J28C Fee negotiable. Baker & Baker
bedrooms, carpeted, fully in- home on Hermitage. 2,500 square 753-4716.
Employment Service, 1025 West
PENTA TREATED lumber. sulated, two air conditioners. feet of living space plus two car
LOST dt FOUND
Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky.
Resistant to rot and termites. Available August 7th. Set up in garage on lot 150x380 fully land- FOUR ROOM house, seven miles
J27C
Phone 247-1501.
from
Murray.
$25.00
per
Mobile
Home
Village.
month.
$2900.00
753-7905.
J24C
Call
scaped.
Ideal for boat docks and any
LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold ' BUYS KIDNEY MACHINES WITH COUPONS - Shown
Phone 753-6761.
J27P
J24C
sveather exposed uses. Murray Call 753-9949.
with her congressman, Rep. J. Irving Whalley, R-Pa., in
CAN YOU qualify? Need near West Main Street. ImLAKE LOTS for sale (80' to 205')
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Washington, Susan Martz, 13, displays some of 5 milportant papers inside. If found
sofa,
$15.00.
STRONG
EXTRA
business
assist
in
my
someone
to
all
weather
streeton
frontage
Murray,Kentucky.
1TC
lion Betty Crocker coupons she collected and used to
Matching chair, $10.00. Yellow $695 to $1395-Lake access-Central
three hours a day, five days a please call Pat at 753-9427. TFNC
buy five portable kidney machines for Pennsylvania
trim,
chrome
week. Salary 665.00 per week. For
water system.$10 to $14 down and
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with dinette table with
hospitals.
She began collecting last December in memJ27P per month. Phone 436-5320. J26C
FOR
personal interview call Miss
heavy duty gear box, stump $10.00. Phone 753-3984.
ory of her brother, who died of a kidney ailment and
o'clock
and
3
between
1
Wiggins
jumper and solid tail wheel. Will
might have been spared.
p.m.,at the Holiday Inn,753-5986.
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot IF CARPETS look dull and drear, BEAUTIFUL BRICK home, 2
nday,Tuesday or Wedesairr
pick-up, $325.96. Also tour and,kerflovespots as tbey,appear with bedpoms, large living room,
Approximately 5300 sq Lr
five foot pull type models. One Blue Lustre. Rent electric den, kitchen,, dining room, full
and two row new and used three shampooer $1. Big K.
J24C size basement, closed in back ft, fire resistant building.
WANTED: MATURE lady to sit
porch on corner lot. 311 S. 11th.
point cultivators. Vinson Tractor
lit SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. Phone 753-4548 after 4:00 p.m.
Company,753-4892.
Call after 5:00 p.m. with 8 month old baby, two or
WASHINGTON (UPI):
three afternoons a week. Must ▪
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, J29C
George Watt, 38, a BritFRANKFORT (UPI):
753-7370
4. $1,100,000 for supplePHONE
have
own
transportation. Phone ▪ ish engineer who spent
TFC
ADAMS 312 Road Grader. Good Tenn.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has
mental poverty area grants
753-6513.
J24C
four years in a Peking
condition. Phone 753-9807. J30C
announced that Kentucky
to 15 Kentucky regions.
:= prison on espionage
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. tt. OWNER IS selling custom built
for FULL
apartment
has received almost $6 milfront
LAKE
NICE
charges,
urged
President
TIME permanent emNEW TRUCK Load; carpet sale; chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft. brick home, leaving town. Three
lion in federal grants from
6. 6313,097 to four rerent for up to four persons. ployment for lady in local drug I Nixon today to rememCash & Carry. Heavy shag, upright $244.66 delivered, Large bedrooms, two full baths,
the Dept. of Health, Educaber Americans in gional mental health and
Everything furnished including stote. Experience helpful but not
commercial type, hi-density Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753- abudant wardrobe and storage
Chinese jails when he
tion and Welfare for expanmental retardation boards
-TV. & air necessary. Send complete
TFC space, convenient kitchen row boat, linens, etc.
back, plush, indoor-outdoor; 1966.
sion of the state's mental
to provide education, treatconditioned. $60 per week. Phone resume to P.O. Box 32-C, Murray, I visits Peking.
arrangement including many
%
Watt said he was disprices start $2.50 square yard, up
health, drug abuse and al131C Kentucky.
436-5320.
rehabilitation
ment
and
appointed about Nixon's
J28C
to $3.95 square yard, none higher. USED KUSTOM model 200 Amp. kitchen cabinets, large living
coholic programs.
services for comprehensive
/
announced
trip
to
China.
and
Gibson
model
330
TO
guitar.
grants
include:
with
direct
room
access to
The
Pick anything in house, while it
LARGE ROOMS with recreation
alcohol programs.
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS a He conceded the visit
lasts. Also vinyl cushion floor at Leach's Music & T.V. Dixieland comfortable patio and attractive
Estate. Phone 436might lead to the release
Country
area.
1.
$1.4
million
to
the
ReJ26C lawn. Located in fine area near
available
for
four
women.
Ex$1.00 square yard. Low overhead; Shopping Center.
of some long-term Amerthe
Ju1y29C
said
Gov. Nunn
2173.
gion Eight Mental Healthcellent earnings. No experience
University, Grade School and
Volume
buying. Paschall
ican prisoners who have
money was in addition to
Retardation
Board
Mental
WANT
TO BUY
been brainwashed, but
new High School. Located 104 TWO BEDROOM apartment, necessary, we train. For in.
Discount House, Hazel, Ken$12 million of federal mondrug
comprehensive
for
not for captives who still
North 18th Street. Phone 753tucky,492-9733.
J27P
ies already in state mental
also two bedroom trailer. Phone terview appointment call 753-1711
Louisville,
Jefin
treatment
have retained their a
J27(
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970 E527.
J27C 489-2595.
J24C or 753-9745.
health programs.
six
surCounty
and
ferson
spirit.
FRIGIDAIRE
ELECTRIC pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
The $1.4 million granted
There are known to be ; rounding counties.
TWO BEDROOM Apartment,
range, only $25.00. Phone 436- good condition. Phone 753-6030
to
the Jefferson County
•
six
EARN MORE MONEY
American prisoners
area is the second largest
3277.
J26C after 5:00p.m.
TFNC
FOR SALE by OWNER ceramic tile bath, air conditioner Contact work for national firm i in China.
I. $956,036 for the Bluegrant allocated by the fedand stove. No pets,
Watt said some Amerigrass R eg ional Mental
opening new accounts this area.
Four bedroom tri-level near Phone 753-7457.
eral government to a firstJ26C
can prisoners have been _
YAMAHA AT-1, Ceriani shocks,
Retardation
Health-Mental
Top
earnings.
Write
Manager,
WANT TO BUY, side tool boxes new high school. Large den with
year program.
held in solitary confineexpansion chamber with silenBoard for Lexington and
J26P
for pick-up truck with long wheel fire place, two full baths, fully FURNISHED ONE bedroom Box 18431,Tampa,Fla.
ment for as long as 20
The funds will help procer, high compression head,
Kentucky.
central
years.
base. Rowland Refrigerator equipped kitchen, separate apartment,livh* room, bath and
vide detoxification, hospital
Knobby tire, excellent condition,
"They were like momService, 110 S. 12th. Phone 753- dining
and community-based servroom,
carpeted kitchen. Private entrance and HOMEWORKERS
WANTED:
3 $913.129 to Regkon 11
South Fulton, Tenn. Call 901479ices and programs in the
=5.
J26C throughout. Central heat and driveway. Air-conditioned. part-time,full-time work at home -- bies." he said. "They
Mental Health-Mental Re1413.
J26C
were
like
the
living
area.
air, spacious closets and Utilities furnished. Phone 753- mailing our circulars For details
tardation Board, Prestonsdead."
J26P rush self-addressed, stamped
15619 after 5 p.rn.
reduced.
burg
garage.
Price
for
a
five-county
area
WANT
TO
BUY;
good
106
Sear's
1966 BARLEY DAVIDSON 74,
of Eastern Kentucky.
envelope and is to US Enwell dressed. Phone 753-8043 or motorcycle motor. Phone 7531 BEAUTIFUL 7 room house, terprises, P.() Box 8I3-A7,
PHONE 753-6690
J24C
7534426.
J29C 6481.
furnished, wall to wall carpeting, MaYneld,Kentucky 42066. TFC
2 laths, central heat and air,
1970 HONDA 450 Scrambler, low WANT TO BUY; logs and
LOUISVILLE (UPI): Rob.
living room with fire-place,
mileage, good condition. Com- standing timber. Also have for SMALL FARM; good location;
ert J. Dath, Internal Reve
For
school
and
patio.
carport
nue Service district three
plete with helmets and back rest. sale lumber and sawdust. business or future investment. season. Adults only. Phone 753tor, announced today an or
Phone 753-4115 after 6:00 pin.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber One mile East Murray, ap- 9606.
J26C
ganizational change U
J26C
TFC proximately 10 acres pasture.
Co. Phone 753-4147.
make the Louisville distric
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
of the IRS more responsivi
OUTDOOR SETTE rocke also WANT TO BUY used 10 or 12 hole Cozy older 7 room house, modern. one and two bedrooms. Washers
to the needs of the taxpay
Would you like to
living room chair, birds eye hog feeder.Phone 492-8644. J24P For appointment call 436and dryers available. Zimers.
2173
TFC merman Apartments, South 16th
maple. Phone 753-5954.
J27NC
The changes are de
manage
Murray's
finest
LEASE
FOR RENT OR
Street. Phone 753-6609.
J27C
signed to improve IRS el
home,
LOVELY
FIVE
bedroom
MODEL 66 AC combine with bin,
forts in providing assist
FABRIC SHOP?
extra good condition. Phone 436- LARGE FOUR bedroom house, full basement, large corner lot, NEW TWO bedroom duplex
ance, information material(
J24C lease or rent option to reliable 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700 apartment. Central heat and air,
2243.
Send resume or call
and Ihjir taxpayer airy
Asking
$17,500.00
Phone
Miller.
Phone
call
753month.
appointment
carpet, $130.00 per
party. For
ices. "F
TPC
753.4178.
TFC
J27C
753-7850.
ARC TOY Poodles and Irish 6949.
Haiti-hopping
Setter Puppies. Phone 753314 North Main
PLENTY TRAILER space;
W/ANTED TO REIM
COUNTY
Highway
OLD
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
1862.
Al4C
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
building, 40'x80' on one acre of
(UPI) - Getting around in
Murray
No.
121,
Kentucky
Lake,
Division
COUPLE WITH one child would land in Dover, Tenn. Will sell
Haiti can be even more fun
like to rent reasonable two with or without 12'x60' mobile No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
Phone
753-4850
getting there. Taxis and
than
Murray,Kentucky.
new roller skates (girls) with bedroom house, west of Murray.
AugustX
chauffeure cars are always
home. One 8'x40' trailer chasis
carrying case, size 9. Also free Phone 753-5670 or 492-8656. J24C
available. So are "publiques' flat bed. One 8'x31' living trailer.
cat. Phone 489-2373 anytime. J26P
NOTICE
NOTICE
jitneys. that go anywhere in
Selling out. Phone 232-5822. J24P
AUTOS FOtt SALE
Port-au-Prince for less than I
purde420 cents). Buses, which
1969 CHEVY pick-up and cam- LOT ON Peggy Ann Drive. Phone
USED FREEZERS. One 12' GE per. Can be seen at 1010
follow established routes, are
J26P
753-2632 after 4:00 p.m.
Freezer. One
Chest
12' Lakeview,Panorama
colorful trucks with seats in
Itelvinator Chest Freezer. One Shores.
the back. Then there are the
J24P
INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED IN NEW OR RELIABLE
camiones, known locally as
GE 20' Chest Freezer. Bilbrey's
BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom
"tap-taps" from the sound of
Car and Home Supply, East Main 1960 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille, house, gas heat, air conditioned,
USED CARS
venerable engines. They are
J24C under 60,000 miles, one owner. In carpet. Phone 753-4440 if no anStreet.
brightly colored truck-buses
swer,call 753-1948.
LUNAR DRILL-An engineer tests the Apollo 15 lunar
J27C
Gorit,irt Ron Jones
good condition. Phone 492.for long hauls between the
MAPLE HARRELL back chair; 8273.
drill astronaut David R. Scott has for drilling,two 10J27C
capital and the suburbs.
wing back arm chair, needs
feet-deep
holes
in
the
Moon.
Insertion
of
probes
detects
DUPLEX, LARGE 3 bedroom
upholstering; blue chrome 1952 CHEVROLET Pick-up, good units, carpet, central heat and
subsurface temperature. A third hole is for core samples, This photo is from Mai tin Marietta's 'ace center
dinette set: set gold lamps, odds condition, 14" wheels. Phone 753- air, monthly income $310. Phone
"[herr are about 250 species
S 12th Murray
Phone 753-4961
and ends. Phone 753-1499.
J24C 8997 after 8:00p.m.
J27C 753-6202 or 753-3648.
near Denver. Colo,
of sharks.
324C

WAREHOUSE
RENT

What about
es in
China jails?

•

•11.15414111110011001r4

Sttffe gets big drink

and drug abuse grant

Asks more
IRS help

ATTENTION
LADIES

FAB-N-TRIM

WANTED -

Hatcher Auto Sales

it • •

•
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Indian City, U. S. A. Outdoor Museum
Oklahoma Tribute to Original Settlers

LARVA

0
EGG
PUPA

ADULT
of intarest for
Ths 444 entomology progress Opens im •whose new world
Its cycle of
young people. And one of the things they learn early is the
shown has.
various insects. Among this favorites is the Monarch Butterfly
provides
The program, sponsored nationally by HINCIAINS Incorporated,
to earn
youths with insight into a was number of careers and opportunities
scholarships, trips to National 444 Congress and other recognition.
Wlehiro gross

on

4-H'ers 'Learn Their Bugs'
Through Entomology Program

ly 0101/Elt BPJNEMAN
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
r Exclusive moneylenders
ANADARKO, Okla.—Here, deep in Oklahoma's Indian country,
tribstate's
the
114
U.S.A.,
City,
Indian
one sees nine in reverse.
•;ING.APORE (UPI) - A
ute to the plains Indians who once roamed not only the soil of really expensive dub to join is
the
now
is
plains
what
of
segment
large
-the territory.- but a
the Singapore Moneylenders
SPECIAL—There are more an international teeen e
states.
Association. To qualify as a
Anthropology,
of
insects in the world than all other tomology group.
Department
the
Planned and constructed by
member you must have at least
is
that
EnIndian
museum
together.
fee
the
members'
put
outdoor
4-H
things
to
vast
Adding
living
University of Oklahoma, the
Singapore dollars
100,000
authentic
look
an
with
Americans
are
tomologists estimate there
of working in entomology/Kettle City, USA., provides today's
($33,333) worth of capital
over 1.5 million different kinds opportunities provided far into the past_
name.
The rugged terrain occupied by sprawling Indian City Is itself investment to your
Hercules
with nearly 1.0 million identified recognition.
more than 130
have
"We
was part of the huge Kiowa, Comanche
it
Once
history.
in
nob
corporated provides medals at
and given names.
by
members enrolled since FebruApache reservation, one of many which were established
Young people who become honor for four members to ascii and federal government in Oklahoma when it was still Indian
tire
said Tan Han Seng, assoary,"
interested in the study of insects county and $50 U.S. Savings Hood Territory. In these hills as well occurred the Tonkawa Massacre
ciation chairman.
the
during
Civil
a
only
mercenaries
not
them
to
Tie
open
state.
in
winner
other
each
have
to one
by • band of Shawnees and
fascinating pastime but ,also a company also treats 16 sectional War. often alluded to as a black
myriad of earner opportunities. winners to an expense-paid trip to page in American history.
the 50th National 4-H Congress, Upon an initial visit to InHercules Incorporated, one of Nov 28 - Dec. 2. And at thatevent dian City, one might presume
of a
the nation's leading chemical will award $700 educational that this is a restoration such
village. But
companies, in an effort to help scholarships to six aceampliabed angle tribal
is not the case. There are seven
provide young people with more young scientists.
different villages encompassing
knowledge about the insect world Over
of seven different tribes, all of
decades
two
the 4-H enhas supported
association with 4-H, Hercules them major, not minor.
tomology program for the past 20
• • •
the

years. In 1970, nearly 56,000
youths between the ages of 9 and
19 participated in various 4-H
entomology activities supervised
by the Cooperative Extension
Service.
4-Hers enrolled in the entomology program "know their
bugs"-what they look like, where
to find them, and how to control
the harmful varieties. The young
people find the useful insects,
raise insects for experimental
purposes, trade specimens and
&me
exchange information.
former 4-H entomologists have
broadened their interests through

supported
has
also
of popular
development
educational materials. A Handbook of the Insect World is used
as guide to insect identification.
And two manuals for 4-H
members and a leaders'
have been developed for easy
adaption within the vario
states.
For more information about
this activity, how to enroll or how
to participate as a volunteer
leader, contact the county extension office or the state 4-H
leader at the land-grant
university.

er

THE NAVAJO--Three houses
thogans) in this village show
the different methods used by
the Navajos in building their
homes. An outdoor clay oven,
always part of the home is
• • •
CHLR1CAHUA APACHE —
Simple brush or grass-covered
wickiups were the only homes
this roaming tribe of htuittrs
knew.1Pliese wickiups were always small, so low one had to
stoop to enter. They were made
for the women and children primarily: the braves slept in the
open
•

•

Moisture

"family" of slain Joseph
Colombo, Gregory Scarpa,
43, takes the Fifth Amendment 60 times before a
Senate Investigations Subcommittee in Washiigton.
He even refused to say
where he was born. He was
subpoenaed after two convicted mail thieves named
him as a principal "mob
fence- through whom they

BUCKS GET KIMBALL
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UP!)—
Toby Kimball, a 6-8 forward,
has been acquired by the
National kasketball Association
champii. Milwaukee Bucks
from Houston for an undisclosed amount of cash
The five-year veteran is a
strong rebounder and can give
disposed of millions of dolthe Bucks some insurance at
s in stocks, bonds and
forward
othei yaltiables.

JULY 26th & 27th

NO DRIP
LATEX PAINT
Gallons

Petals'

88

LICIOID MOISTURIZER
by DuBARRY
No other paint at this price will flow on as
smoothly, cover as well, stay as washable,
and last so long. So thick and creamy it
won't drip or spatter. Dries in 20 minutes.

Regularly 5.50

•

THE PUEBLO house is built
of stone cemented with adobe,
often several stories in height,
for defensive purposes, with no
doors on the ground floor Ladders, which could be pulled up,
gave access to the upper rooms.
Today, various pueblo dwellings
are still inhabited, although
they are centilries old.
To most of the plains Indians
the buffals occupied a prominent place in his religion and
his every day life. Most of the
plaina tribes, contrary to pubHc
opinion, were deeply religious.
Many of them were farmers
and hunters, and were never
warlike until they were crowd
ed into a corner near extinction
TAKES 5TH 60 TIMES — Indian City is living history,
authentic restoration
Described as a dangerous the only
American Indian dwellings
or
New
York
member of the
anii way of life In the nation

ONLY

SAVE 1.10 ON 2 GALLONS

4asocoio,
No Drip
Flat Late<
Atli Paint

Better to stay put
in 'high-rise' fire

Gernsany invaded Russia
June 22, 1941.
a ••
The Phoenicians of Syria
perfected the first practical
alphabet.

SUNDAY-MONDAY

nearby.

MoJt imTHE WICHITA
pres-iive of all the wittriges is
that of the Wichita. principally
beeause of the 40-foot-high
Th? Wichita
council hou.ie
woman did all of the build.ng
Pine poles, split in half, were
set in the ground in a circle
NEW YORK (UPI) - If fire DOORS. Before opening any and joined at the top. This
breaks out and you're on the door, touch it near the top to framework is covered with wil30th floor, the best route to see if it is hot. A fire on the low branches and swamp, grass
safety may be Li& not sham other aide will blast through to weatherproof. A small house
the slightest opening with tre- was a shelter for women, and
and out of the building.
there were also various racks
But, unless you're in im- mendous force.
meat, vegetables and
mediate danger from fire or
-DON'T BREAK WIN- for drying
hides.
smoke, you're better off to DOWS to vent smoke. Falling buffalo
• • •
stay where you are, says David glass is a serious threat to
WINTER
THE KIOWA
Glass, a loss control expert for pedestrians and firemen below. CAMP
was cpmposed of tepees.
InAmerican
Fund
THE
ELEVAFireman's
-AVOID
usually shielded by a windbreak
entrance Companies.
TOR.It may not arrive in time. fence of willows and grass.
Recent "high-rise" fires in
-USE THE STAIRS if you Again the buffalo hide was alwhat were once considered must evacuate. The stairwell is ways in sight, drying on its
"fireproof' buildings in New designed to resist fire for
wooden rack.
York and San Francisco have hours.
THE CADDOS, like the Wichspurred a reexamination of ocBefore the fire, insist on ita, were an agricultural tribe.
cupant safety procedures by gone advance planning in your They built more permanent
fire departments,budding man- working or living areas. Know homes than the roaming, hunt-agers and insurance adviaers.
the escape routes. Conduct a ing tribes. The "wattle-and
daub" house of the Caddo was
Among many significant practice evacuation.
formed of timbers set up for
Endings: It is usually better
the walls and roof, chinked with
not to evacuate the entire
adobe.
it
place,
• • •
fast
building. In the
isn't necessary,asys Glass.
THE PAWNEE lived in earth
"Occupants are usually a.
lodges that at first seem to be
simple, humpback dugouts or
safe on the roof or two floors
caves. Inside, however, the
above or below the fires. they
structure is more elaborate,
are on the ground.
with large poles set up to mark
"Unnecessary evacuations
off the center, which was the
only crowd halls and stairs and
squaw's kitchen. Always at the
prevent fire fighters from
far end of the lodge was an alreaching the fire scene."
tar, the domain of the elders.
• • •'
Other findings raise ques-

tions about the proper me of
elevators. Glass says that when
people start to exit in an emergency they naturally tend to
leave by the way they came
in-the elevator The resulting
demand for cars could, and
has, left many occupants
stranded and in danger oh be•
ing trapped by fire.
Most experts agree the best
advice is to avoid usirug elevators in fires.
Glass hate(' these precautions for personal safety in
high-rise apartment and office
fires:
-REPORT THE FIRE.
Don't assume someone else
will or has.
-DONT EViACUATE, unless in personal danger or instructed'- to leave by the fire
department or building management.
-DON'T PANIC. Remain
calm and listen for instructions.
-DON'T OPEN HOT

committees, with the

INVOLVED YOUTH—Three of the state's drug educationsponsored poster conrecently
assistance of the Department of Mental Health,
secondary school systems.
tests in their regional elementary, junior high and
Nunn who awarded them
B.
Louie
Gov.
with
Capitol
the
at
met
winners
The
left to right, are:
Shown,
Dins.
citizenship
special
and
merit
certificates of
Commissioner Dale
Health
Mental
to
assistant
executive
Mrs. Lillian H. Press,
Louisville; Dane Secrest,
H. Farabee; Kathy Cravens, Pleasure Ridee Jr. High,
Murray; Governor
Lewis Co. High, Vanceburg; Jeff Wyatt. Robertson School,
Elkins. Faxon
Tommy
Louisville;
School,
Lane
Crums
Haycroft,
Nunn: Russell
French,
Janice
and
Maysville;
High,
Co.
Mason
Zeigler,
School, Murray; Rusty
(Steve Mitchell Photo)
St. Denis, Louisville.

4oz. only

Reg. 2.99

for a limited time

Polluted air. Oyer-heated rooms.
Wind. Sun. How does your skin take it?
• Fight back with DuBarry's liquid moisturizer.
A rich, non-greasy lotion that stands guard against dryness. Wear it under makeup in the morning.
Wear it to bed at night. Moisture Petals.
You couldn't ask for a gentler

protector...it's hypo-allergenic.

VE 2.

PROTECT LA

PAINT
It's guaranteed to
cover any surface
in one coat. Breathes out trapped moisture to prevent blistering 'and peeling.
Easy clean-up in
water.

88
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F.0000,
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Reg. 7.88

50 Quart
FOAM CHEST

BABY
POWDER

51 Count
STYRO

14-0Z. SIZE

CUPS
Quarts

9-0Z. SIZE
REG. 6.3C
Use either hot or cold.

REG. 580
EACH
• Super Blend
• Hoyelin•

Protein 21
Hair Spray

LIMIT 6

GARDEN
HOSE

117
REG. 1.44

Special protein formula, with

superior holding power, 13 oz.
size in regular, extra hold,
scented and unscented.

97

Packs

Foam chest with
molded
handle.

9 Inch
PAPER PLATES

250 Count
CAMEO
NAPKINS

100
Count
Reg 67C

157
Reg. 1.88
50 ft., Y2 inch heavy
duty garden hose.

ACRES OF FREE PARKING

Reg. 37C

2Fol"

A real buy in a 9" heavy
weight plate.

BEL—AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Store Hours: 99 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sundays

REG. 2.27

Phone 753-8777

1711117M
BANKAMERICARD

White and assorted
colors.

Packs

